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ABSTRACT
The past decades have seen dramatic increase in the amount of information
available to us, and the research area of information retrieval has served to
help us access the tiny subset of information relevant to each of us more
efficiently and more effectively. This thesis studies how to formally optimize
as well as evaluate an interactive information retrieval system.
First, we propose a formal general framework, the Interface Card Model,
for optimizing interactive retrieval interface. We frame the task of an inter-
active retrieval system as to choose a sequence of interface cards to present
to the user that can maximize the expected gain of relevant information for
the user while minimizing the effort of the user, with consideration of the
user’s action model and any desired constraints on the interface card. We
show that such a formal Interface Card Model can not only cover the classic
Probability Ranking Principle as a special case by making multiple simplifi-
cation assumptions, but also be used to derive a novel formal interface model
for adaptively optimizing navigational interfaces in a retrieval system.
Second, we propose a novel formulation of the Interface Card Model, the
Interface Card Model with User States, for solving concrete interface op-
timization problems. The formulation is based on sequential decision the-
ory, leading to a general framework for formal modeling of user states and
stopping actions. Simulation and user study experiments demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed model in automatically adjusting the interface
layout in adaptation to inferred user stopping tendencies in addition to user
interaction and screen size.
Third, as a specific example of applying our proposed interface optimiza-
tion framework in a larger scale real world application, we propose a Bayesian
framework for user preference modeling and dynamically optimizing a faceted
browsing system based on users’ facet selection interactions.
Finally, we propose a general formal framework for evaluating IR systems
ii
based on search session simulation that can be used to perform reproducible
experiments for evaluating any IR system, including interactive systems and
systems with sophisticated interfaces. We show that the traditional Cranfield
evaluation method can be regarded as a special instantiation of the proposed
framework where the simulated search session is a user sequentially browsing
the presented search results. We further show that the proposed framework
enables us to evaluate a set of tag-based search interfaces, a generalization of
faceted browsing interfaces, producing results consistent with real user exper-
iments and revealing interesting findings about effectiveness of the interfaces
for different types of users.
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The past decades have seen dramatic increase in the amount of information
available to us, and the research area of information retrieval (IR) has served
to help us access the tiny subset of information relevant to each of us more
efficiently and more effectively. Developing formal models for information
retrieval (IR) has always been an important fundamental challenge. For
example, the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) [1] proposed more than
three decades ago has laid out a solid foundation and provided a theoretical
justification for framing the retrieval task as a ranking problem, leading to
the development of many effective retrieval functions for ranking documents
that are used in current search engines (e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]). Despite
the great success of PRP, however, it is also known that it is based on two
problematic assumptions, i.e., sequential browsing and independent relevance
(utility) of documents, which are generally not true in practice. As a result,
e.g., the traditional retrieval models developed based on PRP cannot handle
redundancy among documents directly (and must rely on post-processing of
search results), an immediate consequence of the independence assumption of
document relevance. The sequential browsing assumption implies limitations
on the interface also, and in particular ignores the actions that a user can
take when interacting with an interface displaying search results (e.g., faceted
browsing).
Recognizing these limitations and attempting to generalize the PRP for
interactive IR, Fuhr[9] has recently proposed a novel formal framework for
optimizing interactive retrieval and derived a PRP for interactive IR (IIR-
PRP) where a user’s effort and benefit are captured when optimizing the
ranking of documents. This work effectively addressed the independence
assumption made in the PRP and provides a theoretical foundation for op-
timizing document ranking when a user is assumed to interactively browse
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a list of search results. Meanwhile, it assumes that the interaction between
the user and the system could be decomposed into a sequential list of bi-
nary choices in a clear and unambiguous manner, a more generalized version
of the sequential browsing assumption, which remains an assumption made
for optimizing ranking in interactive retrieval. In this thesis, we relax this
assumption and propose a more general formal model than IIR-PRP for op-
timizing interactive retrieval.
The sequential browsing assumption touches a much larger problem of how
to model a user’s reactions to a retrieval result interface, which further de-
pends on what the interface looks like, raising the interesting question “how
can we formally model the problem of interface design for an interactive IR
system?” Interestingly, in contrast with a large body of work on formal meth-
ods for optimizing ranking, there has been little work on formal methods for
optimizing the interface of a system, despite that the dynamic and interactive
nature of information seeking process has long been recognized and studied
from information science perspective (see, e.g., [10, 11]). While optimizing
ranking is clearly very important for optimizing a retrieval system, when we
consider optimizing an interactive retrieval system, we must also optimize
the interface part of the system so as to optimize the whole system, which is
the goal of our study.
The study of interface optimization is especially important in the current
era of ever faster technology advancement, leading to the emergence of smart
phones and various kinds of wearable devices with very small screens, which
generally require a different interface than the popular interface designed
for desktops. For example, while showing a document list on a relatively
large screen is popular and appropriate, it may not be appropriate to do so
on a very small screen where an interface with navigational tags might be
more useful as it enables a user to navigate into the relevant information
more efficiently. Even if we consider the current interface of a Web search
engine such as Google or Bing on a large screen, which typically shows a
list of fixed number of snippets on each page, there are still many interesting
questions related to the optimization of the interface. For example, how many
snippets should we display on each page? The commonly used number, 10,
is not necessarily always the best choice. Also, what about shortening some
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snippets to make room for more results or vice versa? These questions have
been tackled by Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers with many
empirical findings. Unfortunately, it is still unclear how we can leverage these
findings to build an intelligent IR system that can automatically optimize its
interaction interface adaptively both to the screen size and to the user’s
information need.
In this thesis, we systematically study how to optimize as well as evaluate
an interactive retrieval system, and we make the following contributions.
First, we propose a formal general framework, the Interface Card Model,
for optimizing interactive retrieval interface [12]. We frame the task of an in-
teractive retrieval system as to choose a sequence of interface cards to present
to the user. At each interaction lap, the system’s goal is to choose an inter-
face card that can maximize the expected gain of relevant information for the
user while minimizing the effort of the user with consideration of the user’s
action model and any desired constraints on the interface card. We show
that such a formal Interface Card Model can not only cover the Probabil-
ity Ranking Principle for Interactive Information Retrieval as a special case
by making multiple simplification assumptions, but also be used to derive a
novel formal interface model for adaptively optimizing navigational interfaces
in a retrieval system. Experimental results show that the proposed model is
effective in automatically generating adaptive navigational interfaces, which
outperform the baseline pre-designed static interfaces. We elaborate more
about the Interface Card Model in Chapter 3.
Second, we propose a novel formulation of the Interface Card Model (ICM),
the Interface Card Model with User States (ICM-US), as a formal instanti-
ation of ICM for solving concrete interface optimization problems [13]. The
ICM-US model is based on sequential decision theory, leading to a general
framework for formal modeling of user states and stopping actions. The
proposed formulation naturally connects optimization of interactive retrieval
with Markov Decision Processes and Partially Observable Markov Decision
Processes, and enables the use of reinforcement learning algorithms for opti-
mizing interactive retrieval interfaces. Simulation and user study experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model in automatically adjust-
ing the interface layout in adaptation to inferred user stopping tendencies in
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addition to user interaction and screen size. We elaborate more about the
ICM-US model in Chapter 4.
Third, as a specific example of applying our proposed interface optimiza-
tion framework in a larger scale real world application, we propose a Bayesian
framework for user preference modeling and dynamically optimizing a faceted
browsing system based on users’ facet selection interactions [14]. Simulation
experiment results with product search log show promise of the framework,
which opens up interesting opportunities for new research in the intersec-
tion of machine learning, information retrieval and economics. We elaborate
more about the Bayesian framework for interactive retrieval optimization in
Chapter 5.
Finally, we propose a formal evaluation framework for systematically evalu-
ating an interactive retrieval interface in general [15]. In traditional informa-
tion retrieval evaluation, human judged test collections such as the Cranfield
test collection is used as a gold standard for assessing the effectiveness of
retrieval systems, but they are restricted to evaluating ranking systems and
could not be easily extended to evaluate interactive retrieval systems in gen-
eral. On the other hand, user studies are widely employed for comparing
the effectiveness of different systems or different retrieval strategies in more
sophisticated settings, but they suffer from the issue of high cost and low re-
peatability. Many simulation evaluation schemes were proposed in the past
that incur very low cost and are highly repeatable, such as the ones used in
[14] and [13], which could also be used for evaluating relatively more sophis-
ticated interactive retrieval systems, but they are each designed for a specific
retrieval system in an ad hoc manner. We propose a general formal frame-
work for evaluating IR systems based on search session simulation that can
be used to perform reproducible experiments for evaluating any IR system,
including interactive systems and systems with sophisticated interfaces. We
show that the traditional Cranfield evaluation method can be regarded as a
special instantiation of the proposed framework where the simulated search
session is a user sequentially browsing the presented search results. By exam-
ining a number of existing evaluation metrics in the proposed framework, we
reveal the exact assumptions they have made implicitly about the simulated
users and discuss possible ways to improve these metrics. We further show
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that the proposed framework enables us to evaluate a set of tag-based search
interfaces, a generalization of faceted browsing interfaces, producing results
consistent with real user experiments and revealing interesting findings about
effectiveness of the interfaces for different types of users. We elaborate more
about our proposed evaluation framework in Chapter 6.
We conclude the thesis and discuss about its impact and the roadmap for




The majority work on formal models for Information Retrieval (IR) has been
based on the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) [1] and all attempt to op-
timize a ranking function defined on a query-document pair; they include all
kinds of traditional retrieval models such as vector space models [2], classic
probabilistic models [3], language models [4, 5, 16], divergence from random-
ness [6], inference networks [7], axiomatic approaches [8], and recent exten-
sions in the direction of learning to rank [17, 18]. These works generally do
not model user interactions, thus providing no guidance for interface design.
The PRP for interactive IR (IIR-PRP) [9] generalizes the PRP to optimize
ranking in an interactive IR setting, where a number of important concepts
for modeling user interaction from the perspective of decision making were
introduced, including situation, effort and benefit, and an optimal ordering
principle is derived for ranking items when a user is assumed to sequentially
make “accept/reject” decisions through the list. Our model shares a similar
high-level goal with the IIR-PRP in that both attempt to establish a for-
mal model for interactive retrieval, but it is more general than the IIR-PRP,
which can be shown as a special case of our model under a set of simplifi-
cation assumptions. Due to its generality, our model can be directly used
to optimize the interaction interface; as a result, our model can suggest in-
terfaces that would dynamically adapt to the assumed screen sizes, which
cannot be achieved in any existing work on formal models.
The dynamic and interactive nature of information seeking process has
long been recognized and studied from information science perspective (see,
e.g., [10, 11]). Our work can be regarded as an attempt to formalize some of
the theoretical arguments in these works with an operational mathematical
model that can be used for building an intelligent IR system with an adaptive
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interface for navigation.
Our model of dynamic information need is related to the ostensive model
(OM) [19], which provides a framework for modeling the evolution of infor-
mation needs over time. Our model is sufficiently general to allow us to
refine it with the ostensive model or any other model of evolving information
needs. Our proposed framework enables any such model to be adopted for
optimizing navigational interface.
The model we derived for optimizing navigational interface uses an objec-
tive function to maximize the difference between a user’s benefit and cost for
finding a relevant information item. Such a decision criterion is related to
some recent works that have explored economic models for IR (e.g., [20, 21]).
Furthermore, optimizing the ranking of documents with consideration of user
actions has also been studied in the context of feedback to optimize the
session-level utility [22] and using a POMDP framework in [23], where a
dual-agent POMDP was proposed to model both user actions and system
actions. However, none of these studies has proposed a model to optimize
navigational interface, a primary goal of this thesis.
Optimizing search engine interface has been extensively studied in the
Human-Computer Interaction community (see, e.g., the survey in the book
[24]), including designing and evaluating faceted browsing systems and com-
ing up with various ad hoc ways to optimize such systems (e.g. [25] and
[26]). However, no existing work can optimize a navigational interface with
an explicitly defined objective function, which our model attempts to achieve.
A popular and interesting approach frequently used in contemporary infor-
mation access interfaces is the tag cloud, where a two-dimensional “cloud” of
representative phrases associated with the document collection is displayed,
and the users could click one of the shown phrases to zoom into the document
subsets associated with the phrase [27, 28, 29, 30]. Such novel interfaces are
found in research studies to be especially useful when the users’ information-
seeking tasks are relatively general [31]. Our proposed Interface Card Model
serves as a more fundamental theoretical framework for optimizing interac-
tive retrieval interfaces, and could be applied to optimize creations of tag
clouds by properly defining and estimating the reward/cost and the user
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action model for clicking on the tags.
The sequential decision formulation of the Interface Card Model is re-
lated to several lines of recent work on POMDP and reinforcement learning
(e.g.,[23, 32, 33]) and economic IR models (e.g., [20, 34]), especially because
all these works tend to also model user interactions formally. The main dif-
ference between our formulation and these work is that our formulation is
based on the Interface Card Model, which is a very general framework for
modeling retrieval process (framed as choosing optimally a sequence of in-
terface cards), thus our formulation can potentially model and optimize very
complicated interaction interfaces, whereas the other works cannot optimize
the design of an interface due to the restriction to mostly a ranking-based
formulation of the retrieval problem. However, the specific techniques and
models proposed in these existing work can all potentially contribute to fur-
ther refinement of our formulation to make it even more operational. For
example, the economic IR work would enable our formulation to incorporate
a user decision model for refining the user actions (e.g., modeling how the
user actions depend on the user state).
Our user action model characterizes how users make navigational decisions
and stopping decisions in an information seeking process, which is related to
Information Foraging theories [35], where models of user actions driven by
information scent were proposed to describe how users navigate on the web
following hyperlinks. Recent works in user search behavior analysis proposed
and evaluated novel models for users’ navigation actions [36], stopping actions
[37], and for characterizing users’ patience levels [38] in a search session. Our
framework is more focused on the “orthogonal” question of how to optimize
interactive search interfaces given a learned user action model; such line of
research and the existing works in user action modeling serve to complement
each other and collectively lead to more effective search systems for users.
Evaluation has always been a central research topic in IR; the three surveys
by Sanderson [39], Kelly [40], and Harman [41] have covered most progress
in IR evaluation research, though many newer papers on the topic have been
published since those three surveys were written, notably the axiomatic ap-
proaches to IR evaluation [42], and applications of statistical analysis tech-
niques. Cranfield test-collection evaluation methodology proposed a long
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time ago [43] remains the dominant evaluation method in IR for comparing
different retrieval algorithms today, and the ranking performance is often
assessed using measures such as Precision, Recall, MAP and/or NDCG. Ad-
ditional evaluation measures have been proposed and used for evaluating
various IR tasks, such as α-NDCG [44], Rank-based Precision [38], Expected
Reciprocal Rank [45], and time-based measure [46]. However, while these ap-
proaches work well for evaluating retrieval results in the form of a ranked list,
it is unclear how it can be applied to evaluate an interactive retrieval system.
The proposed simulation-based evaluation framework breaks this limitation
and generalizes the current Cranfield evaluation method to provide a prin-
cipled way to evaluate any interactive system. It was demonstrated in [47]
that MAP could be derived under certain user behavior assumptions. We
show that the proposed evaluation framework is a more general framework
on user behavior simulation that can cover all aforementioned measures as
well as many other measures as special cases.
User studies are also often conducted to evaluate an IR system, including
both small-scale controlled studies and larger-scale user studies using A/B
test. While such an evaluation method involves real users and accurately
reflects the utility of a retrieval system in application settings, it has a seri-
ous drawback (as compared with Cranfield evaluation method) in not being
reproducible. A main point of our proposed evaluation framework is that the
only way to enable reproducible experiments with interactive IR systems is
through user simulation. The framework can be regarded as both a general-
ization of the test collection approach to enable evaluation of interactive IR
systems, and an “artificial” way to perform interactive user studies.
A previous work [48] has already made an attempt to evaluate session
search by doing simulation; our work is a step forward to propose a more
general framework. Indeed, it appears that we have no choice but to use
such a simulation framework if we want to perform reproducible experiments
to evaluate an interactive retrieval system with sophisticated interfaces since
this appears to be the only way to control the user. Our work is also related
to the recent work by the Glasgow group on user simulation (see, e.g., the
simulation toolkit [49]), but our goal of doing simulation is different, i.e., it
is to evaluate an arbitrary IR system.
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There have been extensive studies on evaluating ranking systems’ perfor-
mance using simulated user [50, 51, 48]. Traditional IR studies have long
been focusing on modeling users’ click behaviors [52] and relevance feed-
back [51, 53]. Recent studies have gone beyond click models to simulate
other aspects of user behavior, including simulating user queries [50] (often
based on language models [50, 54, 55]), simulating a user’s stopping behav-
ior [56, 57] based on gain/cost ratio [35], and query reformulation [48]. A
common weakness of these studies is that they are mostly based on random
sampling instead of learning from real user behavior [48]. As a result, it
remains a challenge how to fairly compare different algorithms using results
generated by these simulators. However, they can be leveraged to build an




Formal models for optimizing information retrieval systems have been stud-
ied for several decades in information retrieval community. Past studies (e.g.,
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]) largely rely on strong assumptions about the interface and
the user-system interactions in the retrieval process, which make the com-
putation more tractable yet often unrealistic. In particular, existing formal
frameworks for information retrieval have mostly focused on optimizing the
ranking of documents with little attention paid to the optimization of the
navigational interface of a retrieval system, which is an important component
in any interactive IR system.
We propose to study the novel problem of automatic interface optimiza-
tion formally, and introduce a new general formal model, called the Interface
Card Model, for optimizing interactive retrieval interface [12]. The basic idea
behind this model is to view an interactive retrieval process as a process of
the retrieval system playing a cooperative card game with the user in the
following way: at each interaction lap, facing a current retrieval context, the
system would choose an optimal “interface card” to present to the user. The
user can then perform any action from a set of possible actions associated
with the interface card presented. Depending on the user’s action on the in-
terface card (e.g., selecting a particular facet value), the system would then
transition to a new context, and have to choose another (generally new) in-
terface card to show to the user. The game would continue in such a way
until the user decides to stop (either due to satisfaction of the information
need or abandoning the search). At each interaction lap, the system’s goal is
to choose an interface card that can maximize the expected gain of relevant
information for the user while minimizing the effort of the user with consid-
eration of a user action model and any desired constraints on the interface
card.
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We show that such a general formal Interface Card Model can not only
cover IIR-PRP as a special case by making multiple simplification assump-
tions, but also be used to derive a novel formal interface model for adaptively
optimizing navigational interfaces in a retrieval system by assuming that an
interface card is composed of one or more information blocks to support inter-
active navigation and a user’s action is mainly to select one of the presented
blocks. The derived model enables, for the first time, automatic generation
of optimal navigational interfaces that can be adaptive to screen sizes and
user interactions. Experimental results show that the proposed model is ef-
fective in automatically generating adaptive navigational interfaces, which
outperform the baseline pre-designed static interfaces.
3.1 Interface Card Model
In general, any interaction between a user and an interactive information
retrieval system can be partitioned into a series of interaction laps, in each
of which the user issues an action and the system then reacts to the user’s
action by selecting an optimized interface instance to show to the user. For
example, in a traditional search engine, the first interaction lap consists of the
user issuing a query and the search engine responding with 10 most relevant
items as the first result page. After this interaction lap, the user may issue
a second action by either clicking an item or “next page,” and the interface
reacts by displaying a second interface instance optimized for the perceived
user action.
The interaction laps may be defined in various levels of granularity and
the set of user actions would change accordingly. The previous example can
be regarded as modeling the interaction at the page level. If, however, the
10 search results could not simultaneously fit into the screen of the interface
as in the case of searching with a smart phone, then the interaction can be
modeled at a finer granularity - the current screen shown to the user, and
the user actions would additionally include scrolling up/down, to which the
interface reacts by “sliding” the screen up/down by one position. In this
scenario, when the user scrolls down, the interface in theory could have a
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chance to decide again according to the user’s action about the item to be
shown next, which may be different from the one originally ranked at this
position. Such “drilling down” of the interaction granularity could continue,
if we consider a user’s every eye movement as an action and the interface
may dynamically change the displayed content accordingly, assuming the
availability of an eye-tracker device1.
How do we model an arbitrary interactive retrieval system formally at any
given interaction granularity level? To address this question, we propose to
view any user-interface interaction as a card game, in which the “interface
player” determines the optimal card to play in each lap, and we present a
novel Interface Card Model to formally model the interactive retrieval task.
Unlike a real card game where players maximize their own benefits, however,
the Interface Card Model assumes a cooperative game in which the “interface
player” always maximizes the user’s benefit by taking into consideration the
user’s current action, the interaction history, the reward and cost of the user’s
next possible actions and any constraints posed onto the card the “interface
player” plays at the current lap. We now formally introduce the model by first
defining all these components and then the core mathematical optimization
problem.
Definition 3.1 (Lap). A lap is the interaction unit between the user and
the interface in which the user issues an action and the interface then reacts
by generating an optimized interface instance: t = 1, 2, . . .
The laps serve as the timestamps for the user-system interactions and will
always be shown as superscripts.
Definition 3.2 (Card). A card is an interface instance generated by the
interface system in reaction to the user action in each lap: qt.
The notion of card generalizes a wide range of interface instances including
a result page or a screen of a partial result page in a search engine, a question
1In theory, we could go even deeper: imagine that we might some day have sensors
installed for everyone to track every neuron excitement in their brain and consider that
as an interaction unit.
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in a conversational retrieval interface the system uses to clarify the user’s
information need, etc.
Definition 3.3 (Constraint). The constraint is a possible set of restrictions
a card needs to satisfy in a lap, and for simplicity is assumed to have the
form of a single constraint function: f tc(q
t) ≤ 0.
The constraint is typically associated with the design and restrictions of
the interface. For instance, a result page of a traditional search engine may
display at most 10 items at a time. If screens are considered as a finer unit
for the interaction, when the user scrolls down, all the items on the next
screen except the bottom one are restricted to be the ones sliding from the
previous screen. In more complicated interface designs like faceted browsing
interfaces, there might be panels of facet values and items regulating how
much space they could respectively occupy.
In many cases, the constraint could not be captured within a single con-
straint function. The notion of the single constraint function is only meant
for the purpose of notational simplicity, and more complicated forms of con-
straint do not change the model in any fundamental way.
Definition 3.4 (Action). An action is a move the user chooses to take
next from a set of possible moves that may depend on the current card:
at+1 ∈ A(qt).
The interaction is initiated either by the user or the system, and we allow
both situations in this model. Most of the time, the user is the initiator, and
the interaction starts with a1 (followed by the interface playing the first card
q1, then the user issuing the second action a2, etc.). For example, when a
user queries a search engine, a1 would be the very first query the user enters.
Alternatively, if the search engine attempts to display a possibly personalized
search homepage to each user and at each time, then we could define a1 to
be the user’s action of entering the website. In both cases, the first card the
interface plays is designated to be the first interface instance that needs to
be optimized according to the user’s action. Typically, we are not interested
in the set of possible actions for the very first user action a1 because a1 is
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always regarded as given to the model and there isn’t any uncertainty in it.
There are occasionally situations where the interface system is the initiator
of the interaction, e.g. if a smart phone is set to alert the user whenever
some interesting news events happen by popping up a screen of news event
snippets. In such a scenario, we set q1 to be this first screen and set a1 to be
a “null” action.
For the sake of simplicity, from now on we always assume that the action set
A(qt) is either finite or countably infinite, so that we could use the summation
sign “
∑
” for summing over all possible actions in a particular lap. In cases
where the action set is not countable (e.g. if a touch-screen smart phone
measures how much force the user uses when touching the screen), we could
replace the “
∑
” signs with the “
∫
” sign and the core model is not affected
in any fundamental way.
Definition 3.5 (Context). The context is all the information the interface
system has accumulated till a particular lap about the user for estimating
the user’s choice on the next card: ct. Such information includes (a) a priori
information about the user, i, if any, (b) interactions in all previous laps, if
any, between the user and the interface (i.e. the sequence of previous actions
issued by the user and previous cards played by the interface), and (c) the
action the user just issued in the current lap. The context is expressed
as a vector starting with c1 = (i, a1) and iteratively updated by ct+1 =
(ct, qt, at+1).
Typically, the a priori information about the user may capture any prior
belief about the user, e.g. any available personalization information.
Definition 3.6 (Action Model). The action model specifies the system’s
estimated probability distribution of the user’s actions in the next lap given
the current card and under the current context: p(at+1|ct, qt).
Here we are assuming a probabilistic model for user actions, which provides
a general solid framework for formally modeling most real world scenarios.
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Definition 3.7 (Reward). The reward is the system’s estimated expected
benefit to the user for issuing an action given the current card and under the
current context: r(at+1|ct, qt).
The reward may capture the short-term benefit to the user from a relevant
item, as well as any long-term benefit, e.g., if the action serves to navigate the
user to a new information subspace (as in the case of answering a clarification
question in a conversational retrieval system or clicking a facet value in a
faceted browsing system). The reward may depend on future laps if the
system decides to perform the estimation computation in such a way, but
here for notational simplicity, we only put ct and qt into r(at+1|ct, qt) and
hide any possible dependency of the reward on future laps in the reward
function r.
Definition 3.8 (Cost). The cost is the system’s estimated expected effort
the user spends for issuing an action given the current card and under the
current context: s(at+1|ct, qt).
For example, the cost function typically captures any possible effort the
user needs to take for scanning through a result page of a search engine, for
the decision-making process to determine whether to click or skip a particular
item, etc.
Definition 3.9 (Surplus). The surplus is the difference between the reward
and the cost to the user for issuing an action given the current card and
under the current context: u(at+1|ct, qt) = r(at+1|ct, qt)− s(at+1|ct, qt).
Here we borrow the concept of surplus from economics studies to designate
the net benefit to the user for issuing an action. From the user’s perspective,
they would typically tend to choose actions leading to higher surplus, and
there have been well established economics theories, e.g. the discrete choice
model [58], for modeling such behaviours. In this study, however, we do not
go deeper in such directions and stop at the level of the action model in
formalizing the user’s behavior from the interface system’s perspective.
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With all the necessary components defined, we formally introduce the core
mathematical optimization problem:
Definition 3.10 (Interface Card Optimization). In each lap t, the interface
system should play a card qt that maximizes the expected surplus ut given
the current context and under the current constraint, where the expectation








subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0
(3.1)
A possible source of confusion is that there are in total two levels of ex-
pectations in this formalism: the inner one being encapsulated within the
notion of surplus that deals with the uncertainty in the reward and cost for
individual actions (recall that the reward and cost are both defined as ex-
pectations), and the outer one that deals with the uncertainty in the user’s
decision on which action to issue. Such an encapsulation generally holds in
reality and lays down a convenient formalism framework for multiple ways
of instantiating the Interface Card Model as we will further discuss in the
following sections.
3.2 Plain Card
As our first instantiation of the Interface Card Model, we will show that
the Interface Card Model can cover the IIR-PRP model as a special case
under a set of simplification assumptions. Consider the problem setting of
a generalized interactive information retrieval (IIR) system as introduced in
[9], where the system’s task is to present a sequential list of binary choices
to the user, and the system needs to determine the optimal order of the list
so as to maximize the user’s expected benefit. Such a problem formulation
generalizes a wide range of IIR tasks. (Please refer to [9] for more in-depth
explanations.)
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In order to instantiate the IIR-PRP model, we establish the following pair
of assumptions:
Assumption 3.1 (Plain Card). Each card is defined to be a choice in the
ranked list. The choices are sequentially denoted by et, t = 1, 2, . . ., and we
define qt = et.
Assumption 3.2 (Binary Action). There are two possible user actions in
each lap: A(et) = {at+10 , at+11 }, where at+10 and at+11 respectively represent
the actions of accepting et and rejecting et (to examine the next choice et+1).
The interface card optimization problem is now equivalent to determining
which choice to place on each position of the list.
Since a card is simply assumed to be a choice on the list, there is no interest-
ing constraint defined on the interface. Further, we adopt the independence
assumption in [9] and assume that the probability of the user accepting a
choice is independent of the choices they have rejected, so that the action
model does not depend on any previous cards or user actions until an accept
action takes place. We also follow [9] to focus on the optimization problem
before the user’s first accept action (the optimization problem afterwards is
regarded as a new round of optimization), so the context is simply collapsed
to the a priori information about the user (if any). We thus omit the notion of
context in the following writing, and define the shorthand notation p(et) for
specifying the action model: p(et) = p(at+10 |et) = 1−p(at+11 |et). (Please refer
to [9] for the notion of “situations” to understand the details and rationales
of these assumptions.)
Assumption 3.3 (Rejection reward). The reward for a reject action is the
expected surplus in the next lap:
r(at+11 |et) = E(ut+1|et+1) (3.2)
Here we choose to explicitly model the dependency of the reward in the
current lap on the future laps, so in order to optimize the first card, we would
need to simultaneously optimize all the following cards (i.e. all choices in the
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list).
We define another shorthand notation r(et) for the reward of accepting
choice et: r(et) = r(at+10 |et). In [9], this reward is further decomposed into
the expectation of two cases - (a) the accept action is right and (b) the accept
action is wrong. We do not go further along this direction; the main line of
the derivation would not be affected in any fundamental way.
Assumption 3.4 (Decision cost). The costs for the accept and reject actions
are the same in each lap, which equal the amount of effort the user spends to
examine the current choice for deciding whether they should accept or reject
it:
s(at+10 |et) = s(at+11 |et) = s(et) (3.3)
Now, with all the necessary assumptions introduced, we plug Equation
(3.2) and (3.3) into Equation (3.1), extract the common decision cost out of
the summation, and come to:
E(ut|et) = −s(et) + p(et)r(et) + (1− p(et))E(ut+1|et+1) (3.4)









(−s(et) + p(et) r(et)) (3.5)
where e denotes the vector of all choices on the list. (The summation could
alternatively be defined as a finite one if we assume a finite list but the
derivation stays the same.)
Since the surplus captures all long-term benefits (via its reward part), u1
in Equation (3.5) captures the surplus of the entire list. We explicitly wrote
out the dependency of u1 on all future cards (i.e. all following choices) by
expanding “E(u1|e1)” to “E(u1|e)” for the purpose of clarity.
Finally, from Equation (3.5), we follow the approach used in [9] by con-
sidering optimizing the order of each consecutive choice pair and obtain the
IIR-PRP model: assuming that all p(et) are greater than 0, E(u1|e) is max-
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We have thus mathematically demonstrated that the Interface Card Model
is a generalization of the IIR-PRP model.
3.3 Navigational Card
We now come to the second instantiation example of the Interface Card
Model, where we demonstrate that without assuming “sequential browsing”
and given the availability of a richer set of navigational elements, the Interface
Card Model can lead to very powerful optimization results that could not be
achieved by any existing formal frameworks.
We go back to the classic IR setting where the user is looking for some
items using the search engine, but we consider a new popular set of real world
scenarios where we have some navigational elements to show on the interface
in addition to the items themselves, which we collectively refer to as tags.
For example, when we are searching for books in an online library catalog,
we may use subject headings to quickly narrow down the set of books we
need to examine. In a news browsing website, as another example, the news
keywords could serve as navigational tags following which the user is able
to identify an interesting news article much faster than they could if they
are only given an article list, even a well optimized one. In general, these
navigational tags themselves are not what the user is looking for, but they
are linked to (possibly overlapping) subsets of items into which the user could
quickly zoom by selecting the tags.
One key challenge in this setting is that, since the user is now faced with
both a list of tags and a list of items, there is no longer a single list of
choices which is assumed by [9], and the sequential browsing assumption
no longer holds. As a result, many interesting questions regarding how to
optimally generate a navigational interface in such cases cannot be answered
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in a theoretically rigorous way: e.g., (a) how many tags and items should
we present in each interface instance, and how do we optimally partition
the interface into the tag panel and the item panel? (b) should we allocate a
larger proportion of the screen space to tags in smaller screens, and if so, how
do we make such adjustment optimally? (c) along the interaction process,
do we start by showing tags and then switch to the items when the system
becomes more certain about the user’s information need, and if so, what
would be the optimal time for the switch?
We address all these questions in a novel principled approach by estab-
lishing another instantiation of the Interface Card Model that only assumes
a “sequential interaction” scheme without going further towards “sequential
browsing”. We first present a set of assumptions and notations and then
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.
Definition 3.11 (Block). A block b is a display unit on a card represent-
ing either a tag or an item that could be selected by the user. A block
representing a tag / item is referred to as a tag / item block.
Assumption 3.5 (Navigational Card). Each card is a subset of blocks along
with their presentation strategy.
The presentation strategy of the blocks on the card is a generalized notion
that typically incorporates any ordering and/or panel layout of the blocks.
Note that the user may or may not follow any order in examining the blocks
(as is assumed in the traditional sequential browsing scheme).
Assumption 3.6 (Selection Action). In each lap t, the user could either
select a block on the card qt or select “next card”: A(qt) = qt∪{at+1N }, where
at+1N denotes the “next card” action.
From now on, we will directly use qt to designate the set of blocks on qt,
and we use e to represent items (which we used to represent choices in the
previous section). The “next card” action is a generalization of many real
world user actions to skip everything shown in the current interaction lap
and see more options, e.g. clicking “next page”, scrolling down, shifting eye
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focus one position down, etc.
Definition 3.12 (Preference). The preference is the system’s estimated
probability distribution characterizing the user’s interest in each item e. The
system relies on the context to progressively update the preference along the
interaction process and we designate the preference at lap t by p(e|ct).
Definition 3.13 (Item Action Model). The item action model for item e is
the user’s action model on the current card given their interest in item e:
p(at+1|e, qt).
In practice, the item action model serves as the main linkage between
our interface model and the item-tag relations. The intuition is that a user
interested in a particular item would generally be more likely to select a
tag related to the item. Of course, if the item block corresponding to the
item itself is displayed on the card, the user would almost always select the
item block rather than any tag block. But if neither the item block nor any
related tag block is displayed, the user would most likely issue the “next
card” action. We will come back to this in more detail later.
The original action model could now be written as the expected item action










where we assume that (a) the preference is independent of the next card given
the context and (b) the item action model is independent of the context given
the item of interest to the user, both of which are very reasonable in general.
The rationale underlying such a decomposition of the original action model
into two probabilistic models, the preference and the item action model,
is two folds. Firstly, by dividing the action model at the item level, we
allow for more flexibility in user modeling efforts in practice. Secondly, the
decomposition naturally leads to a principled way of updating the preference
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via Bayes’ theorem:
p(e|ct+1) = p(e|ct, qt, at+1)
=





where p(at+1|ct, qt) comes from Equation (3.7) and we adopted the same two
assumptions we made in deriving Equation (3.7).
To make the optimization problem more tractable, we make the follow-
ing assumption about the reward function to prevent the optimization from
depending on future laps:
Assumption 3.7 (Information Gain Reward). The reward of an action is
the information gain in the preference distribution estimated in the next lap
over the current lap:
r(at+1|ct, qt) = InfoGain (p(e|ct+1),p(e|ct))
= H(p(e|ct))−H(p(e|ct+1))
(3.9)
where p(e|ct+1) comes from (3.8) and H is the information or entropy func-
tion: H(p) = −∑p p log p.
Intuitively, at a high level, the interactive retrieval process resembles an
encoding of the user preference: the lower the entropy of the preference, the
more the system knows about the user’s information need, and the easier
it would be for the system to help the user find some interesting items.
Therefore, the amount of reduction in the entropy of the preference becomes
a natural choice for approximating the reward. (We could have explicitly
written out the dependency of the reward on future laps just as what we did in
the previous section, but it would make the computation overly complicated
and intractable.)
Now, we come to address the problem that the user may not always follow
the sequential browsing scheme while examining a card due to the fact that
the card may often be more complicated than a simple list. Ideally, we want a
“browsing model” to characterize the browsing behavior of users, which may
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be obtained through user studies or estimated based on interaction logs, but
as an initial step along such a generalization direction, we choose to focus on
interfaces with a relatively small capacity with respect to humans’ attention,
and we make the following two assumptions:
Assumption 3.8 (Capacity Constraint). The only constraint on the blocks
shown on a card is that the total space the blocks occupy does not exceed






where w(b) is the space block b occupies relative to the card.
Assumption 3.9 (Uniform Cost). The cost is assumed to be uniform across
any action the user issues on a card, and only depends on the current context:
s(at+1|ct, qt) = s(ct), ∀ at+1 ∈ A(qt) (3.11)
A key implication behind the capacity constraint is that, since it serves as
the only constraint on the cards, we do not further impose any requirement
regarding (a) what proportion of the card should be allocated to tag blocks
and item blocks, (b) how many tag blocks and item blocks should be shown
on the card, and (c) whether the card should be completely devoted to tag
blocks or item blocks. Essentially, we are setting a completely “flexible”
interface layout that our Interface Card Model could freely optimize. (We
implicitly assumed that the blocks are all of regular shapes, so that a block
could always be packed into the card as long as the amount of space left on
the card is no less than the space the block occupies.)
Meanwhile, the uniform cost assumption also has a key implication: we
assume the user could browse the blocks on the card in any order and, due to
the relatively small capacity of the card, it always takes the user a constant,
very small amount of attention to browse the blocks and make a decision on
what action to issue next no matter what order the user follows in browsing
the blocks. In such a way we are effectively relaxing the sequential browsing
assumption.
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With all the necessary assumptions and definitions laid down, we plug
Equation (3.9), (3.10) and (3.11) into Equation (3.1). It is easily observed
that two terms could be extracted out of the summation: (a) the entropy
of the current preference, H(p(e|ct)), and (b) the constant cost, s(ct), and
since these two terms do not involve qt, we could simply remove them from
the objective function without affecting the optimization result. Eventually,









w(b)− 1 ≤ 0
(3.12)
where p(at+1|ct, qt) and p(e|ct+1) respectively come from Equation (3.7) and
(3.8).
Now, we continue with analytical and real user experiments to demon-
strate that Equation (3.12) leads to very interesting and powerful interface
optimization results not achievable by any other existing method in princi-
pled ways.
Before we go into real computations, we first need to have (a) an initial
preference model as the starting point for the series of context updates along
the interaction, and (b) a working item action model. Since this study is not
meant to be a user modeling study, from now on we simply assume a flat
initial preference distribution:
Assumption 3.10 (Uniform Initial Preference). The initial user preference
is uniform across a set of n items, i.e. p(ei|c1) = 1/n,∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
In reality, the system usually has a better estimate of the user preference
in the initial lap. For example, the a priori information may suggest to
the system that the user is generally more interested in certain categories of
items. Additionally, in cases of search engines, the system may have estimates
of the probability of relevance for each item with respect to the user’s query,
so that the probability of the user’s interest in each item along the ranked
list returned by the system should be decreasing. The assumption of uniform
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initial preference we make here is for the sake of computational convenience;
it is solely meant to reduce some distracting details not relevant to the core
model.
Definition 3.14 (Item-Tag Map). An item-tag map is a weighted bipartite
network composed of (a) item nodes and tag nodes respectively corresponding
to the set of all items and tags, (b) weighted edges between item and tag
nodes if the item and tag they represent are related, with the edge weight
quantifying the strength of their relation. A uniform item-tag map is an
item-tag map in which all edges are of uniform weights. For nomenclature
purpose, we say that a tag covers an item if there’s an edge linking their
corresponding nodes in the item-tag map.
Definition 3.15 (Simple Item Action Model). Under the simple item action
model, given the user’s interest in item e and the set of blocks shown on card
qt, the user would issue an action based on the following three rules:
1. If the item block corresponding to e, be, is on the card, the user always
selects it: if be ∈ qt, then p(be|e, qt) = 1; p(b|e, qt) = 0,∀ b 6= be; and
p(at+1N |e, qt) = 0.
2. Otherwise, if the card contains at least one tag block covering e, the
user will either select one of these tag block(s) or “next card” with
probabilities proportional to the corresponding edge weight(s) in the
item-tag map and a predefined parameter ε, respectively:
p(b|e, qt) = v(e, b)∑
b′∈qt v(e, b
′) + ε






where v(e, b) denotes the weight of the edge between the nodes in the
item-tag map representing e and b.
3. Otherwise, the user will always select “next card”, i.e. p(at+1N |e, qt) = 1
and p(b|e, qt) = 0,∀ b ∈ qt.
The simple uniform item action model denotes the simple item action model
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on top of a uniform item-tag map, and the perfect uniform item action model
is the simple uniform item action model with ε set to 0.
We implicitly assumed in the second rule that, in cases of “competing”
blocks, i.e. multiple blocks covering the same item simultaneously appearing
on the card, the relative tendencies of the user selecting these blocks are
kept constant, and equal the relative weights of the corresponding edges in
the item-tag map. Such a simplification may not always hold in reality, since
the relative tendencies of block selections might depend on the user, the lap,
and other blocks on the card; however, it is in general a valid approximation
and could greatly simplify the computation.
The user might sometimes accidentally miss a related tag and select “next
card”, which could be captured using the ε parameter, though we assume
that the user would never miss the items they are interested in.
3.3.1 Analytical Experiments
We apply our result for optimizing navigational cards in some simple exam-
ple scenarios to analytically demonstrate the effectiveness of the Interface
Card Model in generating optimal interactive interfaces. Although it might
be possible to develop alternative ad hoc approaches that could result in the
very same analytical solutions we derive here, our approach adopts a princi-
pled way that is solidly rooted in a theoretical IR model, which no existing
approaches could achieve. In this section, we mainly focus on mathematically
deriving the optimal conditions for the blocks on the card, and in particular
the tag blocks (since the cases for item blocks are generally simpler); we leave
the demonstration of our model’s effectiveness in automatically generating
optimal interface layout in reality to the user study experiment.
To make the presentation cleaner, we omit the lap and context notions in
all places: we assume that all the discussion here is about the optimization in
the initial lap, and we adopt the uniform initial preference assumption. We
also adopt the perfect uniform item action model for the sake of mathematical
convenience. Furthermore, in order to better focus on the most crucial line
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of the calculation without worrying about any trivial technical details, we
assume a “perfect world” of tag navigation:
Assumption 3.3.1.1 (Complete Tag Set). There always exists some tag
that precisely covers any given item subset.
As a consequence, we could entirely focus on deriving the mathematical
conditions for the optimal tag(s) we should pick onto the card without wor-
rying about whether such tag(s) actually exist or not in reality.
One Tag Per Card
In this example, we assume that the card only has space for a single tag
block:
Assumption 3.3.1.0.1 (One Tag Per Card). w(b) = 1, ∀ b.
The optimization question now becomes: what is the optimal number of
items the picked tag should cover? If the user is interested in some item
covered by the picked tag, then the user will select the tag; otherwise, the
user will select “next card”. Based on Equation (3.8), in the first case, the
preference is updated to narrow down towards the subset of items covered by
the picked tag, and in the second case, the preference narrows down towards
the subset of items not covered by the picked tag. Suppose the picked tag
covers x items, x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We plug the entropies of the two updated
preference distributions into Equation (3.12) and after some straightforward





(x log x+ (n− x) log (n− x)) (3.15)
We consider Equation (3.15) as a function of x and extend its domain







Therefore, selecting a tag block covering around half of the items leads to an
optimal card. This result shows the model tends to create a balanced parti-
tion of the item preference distribution, which coincides with our intuition.
Two Tags Per Card
In this example, we “shrink” the tag block and assume the card has space
for two tag blocks:
Assumption 3.3.1.0.2 (Two Tags Per Card). w(b) = 1/2,∀ b.
Now, the optimization problem becomes two-folds: (a) how many items
should each of the two picked tags cover? and (b) how many items should
the two tags’ coverages overlap? To answer these two questions, let the
number of items covered by the two tags respectively be x and y, x, y ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}, and let the number of common items covered by the two tags
be t, t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, t ≤ x, t ≤ y, x + y − t ≤ n. A crucial difference
between this example and the last one is that if the user is interested in
some item in the two tags’ overlap, the user may select either one of them
with equal probabilities, which affects the calculation of the action model
and the updated preferences. After some tedious algebraic simplifications,
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+ (n− x− y + t) log (n− x− y + t)
) (3.17)
Again, we consider Equation (3.17) to be a function of x, y and t, and
we relax the integer constraint. By taking the partial derivatives, without
going much into the technical details, we conclude that the final minimization
solution is:
x = y =
n
3
, t = 0 (3.18)
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There are two implications from this result: (a) it reassures that the model
would favor a balanced partition of the preference distribution, and (b) it
additionally suggests that the model would minimize the partitions’ overlaps,
coinciding again with our intuition.
3.3.2 User Study Experiments
To further demonstrate the effectiveness of our Interface Card Model, we
built real prototype interface systems based on the navigational card model
to show that our model could lead to automatic interface layout adjustment,
which no existing method could achieve in a principled way, and we validate
the superiority of our automatic interface layout results by comparing them
with baseline pre-designed static interfaces in user studies.
The prototype interfaces were built on top of the set of most popular news
articles and their associated keywords returned from the New York Times
Most Popular API [59], in which the articles and the keywords respectively
correspond to the items and the tags in our model. We developed two in-
terfaces with different sizes, a medium sized one and a very small one. We
assumed in our implementation that the user would follow the simple uniform
item action model, and we heuristically set ε = 0.5.
Though the optimization problem in Equation (3.12) was shown to have
closed form solutions in our two analytical experiments, it is generally difficult
to solve for real world scenarios. For building the prototype interfaces, we
implemented a straightforward randomized algorithm to tackle the problem.
The algorithm heuristically generates multiple candidate cards at each lap,
and chooses the one minimizing Equation (3.12). To obtain each candidate
card, the algorithm picks blocks to add to the card one at a time that (a)
do not violate the capacity constraint and (b) have a minimal overlap with
all blocks that are already picked onto the card (as in line with what we

























In Figure 3.1, the left and top-right images are screenshots of an initial
interface layout on the medium sized screen and the very small screen, re-
spectively, as automatically determined by the Interface Card Model based
on the popular news articles in New York Times and their keywords some
time in late January 2015. We see that the algorithm intelligently decided to
include only tag blocks on the small screen, but include both tag blocks and
item blocks on the medium sized screen. Such a decision makes sense since
unless we are relatively sure about what item the user is looking for (which
unlikely happens in the initial interaction lap), it would likely be a waste of
screen space if specific items are displayed; in contrast, tags are potentially
more useful. The bottom-right screenshot in Figure 3.1 shows an automatic
layout adjustment in response to the user’s action of selecting the “New York
City” tag in the top-right interface. Despite its limited capacity, the screen
is entirely filled with an item block because the estimated user preference
is narrowed down to only a few items and the system determined that di-
rectly showing an item is more beneficial. These results demonstrate that
our model can effectively achieve automatic layout adjustment according to
both the screen size and the user interaction.
User Studies
We built two baseline interfaces for comparison purpose: one is for the
medium sized screen, where we put a separate static tag panel on the right
side of the main item panel; for the very small screen, we have either a tag
panel or an item panel on the screen at each time, and put a switch button
to allow users to switch between the two panels. These two baselines repre-
sent popular layouts seen on many mobile interfaces with medium and small
screen sizes. We conducted real user experiments on Amazon Mechanical
Turk [60] to compare the two baselines with our interfaces (on both medium
and small screens) for a task of navigating into the most interesting article
that was pre-identified by the user, and we measure the number of interaction
laps for the users to reach their target article and compute p-values based on
a one-side Wilcoxon sign-ranked test. We also varied the size of the item set
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to see its impact. The results in Table 3.1 show that our interface outper-
forms the baseline interface in all the cases, though with varying significance
levels (p-values less than 0.05 are highlighted). It is clearly observed that
the superiority of our interface over the baseline interface is higher when the
screen is smaller, and is also higher when there are more items.
Table 3.1: Significance levels of comparison results.
Card size Item set size Valid sample size P-value
Small 20 19 0.004753
Small 50 23 0.0003546
Medium 20 18 0.09183
Medium 50 20 0.01097
We also asked the users survey questions for their opinions on the two
types of interfaces to obtain some qualitative comparisons, and a majority
of the users indicated that our interface was both quicker and easier to use.
For example, one user wrote: “the interface seemed to intuitively know what
article I wanted from just selecting two keywords.” Many users noted that
the baseline interface felt familiar and thus was straightforward to use, but
they also pointed out that it did not take much effort to lean how to use
our interface: “at first I was unsure of how I would find my target article but
followed my instincts and found it right away.” The difference in navigational
efficiency between the two interfaces was more exaggerated in the very small
screen, even in the search space of 20 articles. Since the baseline interface
layout does not automatically switch between the keywords and the articles,
a lot of users were not able to take full advantage of the keywords and simply
ended up being scrolling through the entire article list: “it seemed like I had
to search longer and scroll through almost every article to find the one I
wanted.” In the medium sized screen, even though the baseline interface
shows both the tag panel and the article panel, quite a few users noticed the
ability of our interface to dynamically change the layout and applauded it:




We proposed a novel general formal model for optimizing interactive infor-
mation retrieval interfaces by viewing the interactive retrieval process as a
process of a system playing a cooperative card game with a user with the
goal of minimizing the user’s effort and maximizing the user’s gain of relevant
information. At each interaction lap, the system would choose an optimal
interface card (i.e., an interface instance) to present to the user based on the
current context, a model of the user’s possible actions on the interface, and
a model of the user’s gain and effort. The user can then choose an action to
take on the prompted interface, which would lead to a new context for the
system to choose the next optimal interface card.
We showed that this general Interface Card Model can cover the PRP for
Interactive IR as a special case under a set of simplification assumptions,
particularly the sequential browsing assumption (thus also easily cover the
classic PRP as a more special case). We further derived a novel model for
optimizing navigational interfaces that are adaptive to both the screen size
and the user’s information need. Experimental results with real users show
that the proposed model can effectively optimize a navigational interface and
is significantly better than baseline static interfaces that are heuristically
customized for different screen sizes.
The Interface Card Model is very general and can model interactions at
any meaningful granularity level as long as we can define meaningful inter-
face cards and user actions; thus we can model both “micro” interactions at
the level of actions such as scrolling up/down inside a page, and “macro”
interactions at the level of page navigation. The new model opens up many
interesting new directions in optimizing the whole interactive retrieval system
through incorporating machine learning and HCI study results. Specifically,
the proposed formal framework naturally fits a wide variety of state-of-the-art
machine learning techniques, and can easily adopt learning to rank methods
[17, 18] and models such as the ostensive model [19] for evolving information
needs to further improve the estimate of user preferences. With abundant
interaction log data that can be recorded automatically, such learning tech-
niques would provide more accurate estimate of multiple components in the
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framework. Also, findings from HCI research could be directly incorporated
into the constraint part in our optimization problem, providing our model
guidance in certain domains that currently could not be formalized in a
straightforward way, e.g. learnability concerns, error tolerance, etc. With
the general trend in IR pushing researchers to focus more on the interface
part and formalize interactive IR, we hope our work can stimulate alterna-
tive and more advanced formalism for interactive IR to be developed in the





OF INTERFACE CARD MODEL
The Interface Card Model (ICM) provides a high-level theoretical framework
for optimizing interactive retrieval, but it does not specify a systematic way
to instantiate it for solving a concrete interface optimization problem, leaving
how to further refine this general framework an open challenge. We address
this challenge and propose a novel formulation of the Interface Card Model
based on sequential decision theory, which leads to a general instantiation of
ICM that can explicitly model user states and stopping actions in the interac-
tive retrieval process in a formal framework [13]. This formulation naturally
connects the optimization of interactive retrieval with Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP) and Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP)
[61], thus enabling the use of reinforcement learning algorithms for optimiz-
ing interactive retrieval interfaces in general. We refer to the new model as
Interface Card Model with User States (ICM-US).
While the proposed ICM-US model remains a high-level framework, it has
several important advantages over ICM. Firstly, ICM-US explicitly models
user states, which can potentially include many relevant variables about a
user that we want to model (e.g., patience, attention tendency, and readabil-
ity) in optimizing retrieval results. In this work, we particularly examine the
modeling of stopping actions which is related to a user’s patience in search,
and derive a framework to optimize the interface design with consideration of
users’ stopping tendencies. Secondly, ICM-US opens up many opportunities
to use sequential decision theories and reinforcement learning algorithms to
optimize interactive retrieval. In this work, we show that it is possible to
use the ICM-US framework to define and solve the interface optimization
problems studied in the Interface Card Model in more elegant and more gen-
eral ways. Specifically, we work out the “plain card” case in the sequential
decision theory context and take the user stopping tendencies into consid-
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eration, and mathematically prove that a more general ranking principle is
the solution to the Bellman Equation. In the “navigational card” case, we
consider user stopping tendencies and define a more general interface opti-
mization problem. The problem is NP-Hard and we conduct experiments
to tackle it in two ways: (a) we conduct simulated experiments to solve
the Bellman Equation under reasonable simplification assumptions; (b) we
approximately solve the optimization problem in more general settings and
conduct user studies to examine the empirical benefit of ICM-US. The results
demonstrate that ICM-US is effective for automatically adjusting the inter-
face layout in adaptation to inferred user stopping tendencies in addition to
user interaction and screen size.
4.1 Interface Card Model with User States
The original Interface Card Model is formalized as follows. Let t be the
interaction lap under consideration, qt be an interface card the system could
issue to the user, at+1 ∈ A(qt) be an action the user takes in the following lap
as a response to qt, 1 and f tc be the constraint function for q
t. Let ct be the
context accumulated till the current user action that starts from c1 = (i, a1)
(where i is the prior information the system has about the user) and is
incrementally updated by the rule ct+1 = (ct, qt, at+1). Let p(at+1|ct, qt) be
the user action model for characterizing how likely the user issues action at+1
given context ct and card qt. Let ut be the estimated user surplus, which
equals the difference between the user’s reward and their cost for issuing an
action. Then the Interface Card optimization problem is defined as:
Definition 4.1 (Interface Card Optimization). In each lap t, the interface
system should play a card qt that maximizes the expected surplus ut given
the current context and under the current constraint, where the expectation
1As in the Interface Card Model, we assume the action set A(qt) is countable; the case
of uncountable action set could be handled via trivial changes to the model.
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subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0
(4.1)
Instead of directly extending Equation (4.1) as in the Interface Card Model,
we first introduce its intrinsic relation to sequential decision theories, and
then redefine and expand the instantiations of the Interface Card Model in
a more systematic way and derive new interesting results. In contrast to
the typical practices adopted by other recent works in applying sequential
decision theories in information retrieval (e.g., [23]), we are not deriving
our framework based on sequential decision theories; all our derivation is
self-contained and solely relies on the Interface Card Model and our own
assumptions, and the formalisms in sequential decision theories we observe
at the end are natural consequences of the derivation.
We first relate the interface optimizations in consecutive laps using the
notion of context surplus:
Definition 4.2 (Context Surplus). The context surplus is the maximum





subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0.
Assumption 4.1 (Accumulative Surplus). The action surplus u(at+1|ct, qt)
takes the form of an arithmetic sum:
u(at+1|ct, qt) = u0(ct, qt, at+1) + E(ut+1|ct+1) (4.3)
The two components in the summation are: (a) u0(c
t, qt, at+1) - the immediate
action surplus of action at+1 given card qt and under context ct, which is
the difference between the immediate action reward r0(c
t, qt, at+1) and the
immediate action cost s0(c
t, qt, at+1); (b) E(ut+1|ct+1) - the context surplus
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in the next lap.
Conceptually, we assume that the user obtains surplus in an accumulative
fashion: it is usually reasonable in real world cases, which is also the reason
why it became a standard practice in reward modeling in sequential decision
theories. However, there might also be cases where the user surplus takes a
non-additive form. For example, certain future reward could be conditioned
on some particular card in advance, e.g. some instructive cards at the be-
ginning to help the user better understand the interactive interface. In such
cases, our assumption would become invalid and we would need to step back
to the more general form of the original Interface Card Model; we leave it to
future work.
There will always be a terminal lap in an interactive retrieval process, e.g.
when the user fulfilled their information need or they could not find anything
interesting and give up the interaction. To make our discussion more concise
and modular, for the moment we assure that our proposed formulation could
naturally characterize the case of terminal laps, and we will come back to
this in Section 4.2.
In contrast to the diminishing reward model adopted in a large portion
of sequential decision theories, where the future reward is multiplied by a
discount factor γ < 1, we do not penalize future reward in the current most
general form of our framework. Nevertheless, we will show in Section 4.2
that the diminishing reward model could be derived as a specialization of
our framework to capture the user’s stopping actions in the interaction pro-
cess, which gives the diminishing reward model a deeper and more principled
reason of existence.
With Equation (4.2) and (4.3), we rewrite Equation (4.1) as:
Definition 4.3 (Interface Card Bellman Equation). The expected surplus
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t, qt, at+1) + E(ut+1|ct+1))) (4.4)









t, qt, at+1) + E(ut+1|ct+1))) (4.5)
with qt in both equations subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0.





p(at+1|ct, qt)u0(ct, qt, at+1) (4.6)









Definition 4.3 forms the basis for all subsequent derivations in this chapter.
Due to space limitations, we will only write out derivations for Equation (4.4)
or its equivalent form Equation (4.7) in most places; the part for Equation
(4.5) could be trivially filled out in each case.
Now we propose a fundamental assumption underlying all our following
derivations regarding the modeling of the user:
Assumption 4.2 (User State). In each lap t, the user lies in a unique,
unambiguous user state zt that contains all the necessary information to
determine the user action model and the immediate action surplus when
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given any interface card the system issues.
The user state is a general concept encapsulating many real world cases.
For example, the user’s information need could be one straightforward type
of user state, and there could also be more subtle user states such as binary
states indicating whether the user is in the exploration or exploitation stage
of their information seeking process; it is at the will of the practitioners of
our framework to decide on the type of user states they would like to model.
We will be define the user state zt in various forms in the following sections
to fulfill diversified modeling needs.
The user state zt is closely related to the context ct in that they both
characterize about the user for the system, but they are intrinsically different.
There are two key insights we could obtain if we look back at Equation (4.4):
(a) the user action model and the immediate action surplus are essentially
all we need to fully carry out the computations in our framework; (b) it was
the context that determined the user action model and the immediate action
surplus when given the interface card, but its role is now fulfilled by the
user state. More fundamentally, the context is always explicit to the system
and contains all the information the system has at hand to speculate about
the user, whereas the user state is intrinsic to the user and may or may not
be known to the system, yet it is the essential information the system ever
needs to know about the user. In other words, the user action model and
the immediate action surplus are independent of the context given the user
state - the user state serves as the sole linkage between the context and all
the computational parts of our framework.
We first assume the user state is hidden from the interface system, and the
interface system could only guess about the user state relying on the context.
Assumption 4.3 (Initial User State Distribution). There exists an initial
probability distribution over the user states, denoted by d1, specifying how
likely the user is in each user state at lap t = 1 that the system could estimate
from the initial context c1 about the user. We write p(z1|d1) = p(z1|c1).
When the interaction starts, we assume that the user states may prob-
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abilistically transition from lap to lap when the user observes an interface
card:
Assumption 4.4 (User State Transition Function). In each lap t, There
exists a transition function ptT (z
t+1|zt, qt) that specifies the probability of
the user transitioning from zt to zt+1 when the user observes qt.
Now, starting from p(z1|d1) = p(z1|c1), we could estimate the user state
distribution dt inductively on t based on Bayes’ rule:
p(zt+1|dt+1) = p(zt+1|ct+1) = p(zt+1|ct, qt, at+1)
= p(zt+1|dt, qt, at+1) = α p(at+1|zt+1, qt) p(zt+1|dt, qt)
= α p(at+1|zt+1, qt)
∑
zt
p(zt|dt) ptT (zt+1|zt, qt)
(4.8)











p(zt|dt) ptT (zt+1|zt, qt)
(4.9)
The context ct now provides no useful information additional to our es-
timated user state distribution dt for computational purposes, so it could
essentially be replaced by dt in all places. If we define u0(d
t, qt, at+1) as:
u0(d




p(zt|dt)u0(zt, qt, at+1) (4.10)
then Equation (4.4) becomes:











t, qt, at+1) + E(ut+1|dt+1))) (4.11)
subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0.
Equation (4.11) takes the exact same form as the standard Bellman Equa-
tion for Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), where the
user state zt, the user state distribution dt, the interface card qt and the user
action at+1 respectively play the roles of state, belief state, action and obser-
vation (or often called evidence), and u0(d
t, qt, at+1) and E(ut|dt) respectively
serve as the the reward function2 and the value function for belief states [61];
Equation (4.8) is the standard forward equation used for updating the belief
state based on the action and the observation. In the language of POMDP,
the state the interface system is interested in is the user state, and the ac-
tions the system could take are the interface cards it could issue to the user.
However, since the user state is not fully observable, the system could only
decide on the optimal action to perform according to the estimated distribu-
tion of user states, i.e. the belief state, and the estimation is computed based
on the observations the system could collect about the user state, which are
not surprisingly the user actions. We will see a concrete example of realizing
Equation (4.11) to solve an interface optimization problem in Section 4.4.
Though the user states would usually be invisible to the system, we could
sometimes assume that the system is actually aware of the user states for
the sake of modeling convenience, either by explicitly asking or confirming
about the user states, or by interpreting that the user actions (e.g. queries or
clicks) have exact mappings to user states. In such cases, the belief state dt
is collapsed into an observable user state zt. With a series of simplifications,
Equation (4.11) becomes:
Definition 4.5 (Interface Card Bellman Equation (Fully Observable User
2The reward function is defined on state-action-observation triples instead of on state-











t, qt, zt+1) + E(ut+1|zt+1))) (4.12)
subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0.
Equation (4.12) takes the exact same form as the standard Bellman Equa-
tion for Markov Decision Process (MDP), which is not a surprise since MDP
could be derived as a special case of POMDP if observations uniquely deter-
mine states. We will see an example of realizing Equation (4.12) to solve a
concrete interface optimization problem in Section 4.3.
4.2 Stopping Action Modeling
Definition 4.3 and its instantiations in the forms of Equation (4.11) and
(4.12) have opened up enormous opportunities for research studies to apply
the Interface Card Model to a very wide range of real world problems via
tools from sequential decision and reinforcement learning theories. In this
work, as an initial step, we will utilize our new framework to study a basic yet
nontrivial aspect of interactive information retrieval - stopping actions. We
claimed in Section 4.1 that our framework could naturally characterize such
cases, and we now establish the formalism, starting by making the following
assumption:
Assumption 4.5 (User Stops Interaction). The interactive process is always
ended by the user - the system would always respond to user actions with
optimized cards whereas the user may or may not choose to continue the
interaction.
Our assumption applies to most real world scenarios where the user may
choose to stop the interaction either because of satisfaction of their infor-
mation need or frustration due to lack of useful information. There might
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occasionally be cases where the system appears to be the one terminating
the interaction, e.g. if the system determines that nothing in its database is
interesting to the user and chooses to issue a “terminal card” that attempts
to stop the interaction with some possible explanations. In such cases, the
user is still free to choose between leaving the system and starting another
round of interaction, and indeed many would choose the latter, so we could
also model the termination as the user’s choice when facing the system’s
“terminal card”.
Definition 4.6 (Stopping Action). In each lap t, there is a stopping ac-
tion at+1B ∈ A(qt) for any interface card qt, and its estimated probability
under the current context ct, p(at+1B |ct, qt), is called the stopping rate. The
expected future surplus of the the new context following the stopping action
E(ut+1|ct+1) = 0, where ct+1 = (ct, qt, at+1B ).
In the language of sequential decision theories, observing a user stopping
action is analogous to entering a terminal state (or belief state for POMDP)
for the system.
The stopping rate is typically dependent on the interface card the user
faces: e.g., it would be smaller if the user is interested in certain content on
the card, and larger if the content on the card does not look appealing to
the user for the past couple of laps. However, for the sake of modeling and
inference convenience, we may sometimes assume that the stopping rate is
constant:
Assumption 4.6 (Constant Stopping Rate). The stopping rate is a constant
throughout the interaction: it is determined by the initial context c1 and is
independent of the subsequent user actions and interface cards; we denote it
by: β0 = p(at+1B |c1) = p(at+1B |ct, qt), ∀ct, qt, and we restrict that 0 < β0 < 1.
Assumption 4.6 is a “double-sided sword”: in the language of bias-variance
trade-off, it leads to a potentially large bias in exchange for less variance. In
this work, we will be cautious and make use of it only to our own advantage:
we will keep it for the rest of this section to derive one interesting theoretical
result and continue to rely on it in Section 4.3 to simplify the computation,
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but we will discard it and resume the dependency of the stopping rate on the
full context and the interface card in Section 4.4 for more realistic scenarios.
Now, with Assumption 4.6 in effect, if we define the user continuation
action model as:
ptK(a
t+1|ct, qt) = p(a
t+1|ct, qt)




for all at+1 6= at+1B , then Equation (4.7) becomes:












subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0.
We could trivially extend Equation (4.14) to derive its instantiated forms
for the MDP and POMDP cases based on Equation (4.12) and (4.11); we
omit such derivations here, but we will be developing concrete models as
examples of these two forms in Section 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.
More interestingly, the term 1−β0 in Equation (4.14) clearly resembles the
discount factor λ for modeling diminishing reward in a form of the standard
Bellman Equation for MDP and POMDP frequently seen in sequential deci-
sion theories (as well as many recent works in applying sequential decision
theories in information retrieval, e.g., [23]), and the role of the (belief) state
transition probabilities is here fulfilled by the user continuation action model.
The resemblance is not a coincidence - it reveals a fundamental insight into
the diminishing reward model in sequential decision theories. Traditionally,
in addition to establishing an upper bound for the value function for math-
ematical conveniences, a major purpose for setting the discount factor is
to express to the model our intuitive preference for quicker reward; in our
case, we want to reduce the cost of excessive interaction laps for the user.
In economic theories, every cost is intrinsically an opportunity cost, which
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is formally defined to be the value of the best alternative [62]. In the set-
ting of interactive retrieval, when the opportunity cost is higher than the
expected surplus of carrying on the interaction longer, the user is very likely
to switch to their best alternative way of spending their time, e.g. working
on something else or simply relaxing, and from the system’s perspective, this
is exactly the stopping action of the user. Therefore, our model for user
stopping actions turns out to draw fundamental connections from economic
theories to sequential decision theories by providing deeper explanations to
the diminishing reward model. We could look even further into discrete choice
models [58] in modern economic studies to derive more rigorous formalisms
for user decision modeling, and we leave it to future works.
4.3 Plain Card
As the first concrete extension of our proposed framework, we revisit the
“plain card” setting in the Interface Card Model. We augment it with stop-
ping actions, and formally re-define the optimization problem based on our
new sequential decision formulation for Markov Decision Process (MDP) de-
fined in Equation (4.12). We will mathematically prove that a more general-
ized ranking principle with user stopping tendencies taken into consideration
is the solution to the Bellman Equation.
In the “plain card” setting in the Interface Card Model, the main assump-
tion is that each interface card qt is an atomic choice et placed on a ranked
list and that the user examines and either accepts or rejects the choices in
a sequential manner. Now, we additionally allow that the user may also
stop after examining each choice. We continue to use p(et), r(et), s(et) to
respectively denote the probability of the user’s interest in accepting et, the
immediate reward of accepting et and the immediate cost of examining et
in lap t, respectively, and these quantities are assumed to be independent of
the past user actions as long as they have all been reject actions. An accept
action is regarded as a “satisfying” stopping action - it terminates the current
interaction session and starts a new one with an updated set of parameters.
We now formally define this framework in the MDP language, starting with
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defining the user state and the user action model:
Definition 4.8 (Plain User State). The plain user state zt at lap t is defined
to be the set of choices not yet examined by the user till the previous lap:
zt = {e : qt′ 6= e, ∀ t′ < t}.
Definition 4.9 (Plain User Action Model). The plain user action model for
user state zt and choice et is a distribution over the accept action at+10 , the
reject action at+11 and the stopping action a
t+1
B defined under the constant
stopping rate assumption as:
p(at+10 |zt, et) = 1zt(et) p(et)
p(at+11 |zt, et) = 1− β0 − 1zt(et) p(et)
p(at+1B |zt, et) = β0
(4.15)
where 1zt(e
t) is the indicator function for testing whether et ∈ zt, and we
assume p(et) ≤ 1− β0, ∀ et.
Essentially, the plain user action model claims that the user will never
accept a choice they have rejected before (as long as no accept action has
taken place in the middle), which is very reasonable in real world situations.
For technical conveniences, we define the choice surplus of a choice e:
u(e) = p(e) r(e) − s(e), and we assume: (a) the set of all possible choices
is finite, so the cardinality of zt, ||zt||, is also finite; (b) if the choice shown
on the interface is the only element left in zt, then the user’s reject action
is regarded as a “frustrating” stopping action; (c) s(e) > 0, ∀ e, and (d)
u(e) ≥ 0, ∀ e. Now, we could mathematically solve Equation (4.12) in closed
form:







, e ∈ zt (4.16)
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Suppose zt = {ej}nj=1 = {e1, e2, . . . , en} and ej’s satisfy:
η(ej) ≥ η(ek), ∀ 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n (4.17)








(1− β0 − p(ek))
)
u(ej) (4.18)
Further, the complete optimization solution is to sequentially show e ∈ zt to
the user in descending order of η(e).
Proof. We prove by induction on ||zt||:
1. ||zt|| = 1. Let zt = {e1}, then:
E(ut|zt, et) =
 u(et), if et = e1(1− β0)E(ut|zt)− s(et), otherwise (4.19)
Since E(ut|zt) ≥ E(ut|zt, e1) = u(e1) ≥ 0, we have E(ut|zt, et) < (1 −
β0)E(ut|zt) ≤ E(ut|zt), ∀ et 6= e1, i.e. showing any choice other than e1
is non-optimal. So, e1 is an optimal card for z
t and E(ut|zt) = u(e1).
2. Suppose n > 1 and the theorem holds for all z s.t. ||z|| = n − 1.
Suppose zt = {ej}nj=1 and ej’s satisfies Equation (4.17). If et ∈ zt, let
et = eh, 1 ≤ h ≤ n, then:
E(ut|zt, eh) = u(eh) + (1− β0 − p(eh))E(ut+1|zt+1) (4.20)
where zt+1 = zt \ {eh}. By induction hypothesis on zt+1, we have
E(ut+1|zt+1) ≥ 0 from Equation (4.18). Thus, E(ut|zt, eh) ≥ 0, and
E(ut|zt) ≥ 0. Therefore, E(ut|zt, et) = (1 − β0)E(ut|zt) − s(et) <
E(ut|zt), ∀ et /∈ zt, i.e. showing any choice not in zt is again non-
optimal.
E(ut+1|zt+1) in Equation (4.20) is by induction hypothesis maximized
from ranking e ∈ zt+1 in decreasing order of η(e). Thus, if et = eh 6= e1,
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then et+1 = e1. Let z
t+2 = zt \ {eh, e1}, zt+11 = zt \ {e1}, then:
E(ut|zt, eh) = u(eh) + (1− β0 − p(eh)) ·(
u(e1) + (1− β0 − p(e1))E(ut+2|zt+2)
)
≤ u(e1) + (1− β0 − p(e1)) ·(
u(eh) + (1− β0 − p(eh))E(ut+2|zt+2)
)
≤ u(e1) + (1− β0 − p(e1))E(ut+1|zt+11 )
= E(ut|zt, e1)
(4.21)
where the first inequality comes from η(e1) ≥ η(eh) and the second
inequality comes from E(ut+1|zt+11 ) ≥ E(ut+1|zt+11 , eh). Therefore, et =
e1 is optimal and E(u
t|zt) = E(ut|zt, e1), which expands to the right
hand side of Equation (4.18).
The definition for η(e) in Equation (4.16) is identical to that of ρ(e) in the















If β0 → 0, i.e. when the user never abandons the search, then the two
forms become equal. In the more general case where β0 > 0, our new form
of η(e) may lead to a different ranking result where some choices with larger
p(e) values may be promoted because of the additional multiplier. Intuitively,
when the user has a high tendency to stop, they would examine less choices
on average, so by promoting choices with larger p(e) values to higher places,
the system could hope for a better chance of an accept action, and thus
at least some reward, before the user leaves. Therefore, given a proper β0
value (e.g. learned from user interaction logs), our new ranking principle
defined by η(e) could enable ranking with user stopping tendencies taken




In this section, we revisit the “navigational card” setting in the Interface Card
Model and formally re-define and solve the optimization problem based on
our sequential decision formulation for Partially Observable Markov Decision
Process (POMDP) defined in Equation (4.11). We will again incorporate
stopping actions, but we will discard the constant stopping rate assumption
and resume the more generalized and realistic setting: the stopping rate
depends on the card and the full context. We will demonstrate that our new
formalism leads to automatic interface adjustment based on users’ stopping
tendencies in addition to the context and the screen size.
The “navigational card” setting in the Interface Card Model assumed the
interface is backed by a set of information items denoted again by e (e.g.
websites), each associated with some related tags (e.g. topics of websites),
and the items and tags are respectively represented on the interface by item
and tag blocks denoted by b. A card qt could contain any combination of
item blocks and/or tag blocks, as long as the total area they occupy does not
exceed the screen area: f tc(q
t) =
∑
b∈qt w(b) − 1 ≤ 0, where w(b) represents
the space block b occupies relative to the entire screen size; the system may
freely determine the layout of the interface by increasing or decreasing the
number of item / tag blocks to display. Facing such a card qt, the user may
either select a displayed block or issue the “next card” action at+1N if nothing
on the card interests them, the probabilities of which follow an item action
model that depends on the item the user is interested in. The interface
system estimates the user action model as an expectation of the item action
model taken with respect to the estimated probability distribution of the
user’s interest in each item based on the latest context.
In this work, we incorporate the stopping action at+1B in all action setA(qt).
If the user finds an interesting item block and selects it, we consider it as a
“satisfying” stopping action which triggers the interface system to jump to
the item’s corresponding page. We define the user interest as a hidden user
state and assume it doesn’t change across laps:
Definition 4.10 (User Interest State). A user interest state zt denotes the
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user’s interested item et in lap t: zt = et.
Assumption 4.7 (Persistent User Interest). The user interest state does not
change across laps: p(et+1|et, qt) = 1 if et+1 = et, 0 otherwise. From now on,
we use e0 to denote the user interest state.
Essentially, Definition 4.10 implicitly assumes that the user’s interest is
focused on only one item within each lap, and Assumption 4.7 extends it to
the whole interaction process. Both these two parts are sometimes inaccurate
in reflecting real world scenarios, but they serve to exponentially reduce the
complexity of our optimization problem.
With our simplification assumptions, Equation (4.8) and (4.9) respectively
reduce to:
p(e0|dt+1) = α p(at+1|e0, qt) p(e0|dt) (4.23)
α−1 = p(at+1|dt, qt) =
∑
e0
p(at+1|e0, qt) p(e0|dt) (4.24)
In order to make the computations more tractable, we assume a constant
immediate action cost s0, a finite item set E = {e1, e2, . . . , en}, and assume
that we don’t have any useful prior information so we start with a flat belief
state d1: p(ej|d1) = 1/n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We further make the following two
common assumptions before separating into the two experiment sections:
Assumption 4.8 (Uniform Item Reward). The reward to the user for se-
lecting any item block in any lap is the same and is denoted by r0.
Instead of modeling the actual expected reward of selecting an item block,
r0 could be regarded as measuring an eventual success in the interactive
navigation, i.e. as the value of locating any interesting item to the user
versus not finding anything at all.
Assumption 4.9 (Simple User Interest Action Model). Let v(e, b) be a
measure of the intrinsic relation between item e and block b. Let ε ≥ 0,
0 < δ < 1. Given a user interest state e0 and an interface card qt, the user
issues an action based on the following simple user interest action model :
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1. If the item block for e0, b0e, is on q
t (i.e. b0e ∈ qt), the user always selects
it: p(b0e|e0, qt) = 1, p(b|e0, qt) = 0, ∀ b ∈ qt, b 6= b0e, and p(at+1N |e0, qt) =
p(at+1B |e0, qt) = 0.
2. Otherwise, if qt contains at least one tag block related to e0 (i.e. ∃ b ∈ qt
s.t. v(e0, b) > 0), the user will either select one of these tag block(s), se-
lect “next card” or stop: p(b|e0, qt) = α v(e0, b), ∀ b ∈ qt, p(at+1N |e0, qt) =
α ε (1− δ), and p(at+1B |e0, qt) = α ε δ, where α−1 =
∑
b∈qt v(e
0, b) + ε.
3. Otherwise, the user either selects “next card” or stops: p(at+1N |e0, qt) =
1− δ, p(at+1B |e0, qt) = δ, and p(b|e, qt) = 0,∀ b ∈ qt.
The uniform user interest action model denotes the simple user interest ac-
tion model where each v(e, b) is either 1 or 0.
Conceptually, ε captures the chance the user misses to identify a related
tag, and δ captures the user’s stopping tendency given they have not identi-
fied any interesting block - either they missed one or there wasn’t any indeed.
Despite the fact that δ is treated as a constant, we are not assuming a con-
stant stopping rate; the stopping rate is depending both on the card qt and
on the belief state dt. With sufficient user interaction log data, we may apply
reinforcement learning algorithms to learn a more refined user action model
in the real world. In this study, we assume the simple user interest action
model to reduce the learning complication and focus more on the modeling
part.
To apply our model in real problems, the only missing component now is
the actual planning in the POMDP framework, and it is well known that
planning in POMDP is in general NP-hard [61]. We reduce the planning
problem to manageable forms via imposing additional assumptions on the
cards in Section 4.4.1 and via employing planning heuristics in Section 4.4.2,
and we leave explorations of general planning solutions to future work.
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4.4.1 Simulation Experiments
In this section, we directly use the standard value iteration algorithm in
sequential decision theories [61] to explicitly solve our interface optimization
problem defined in Equation (4.11). We assume the user follows the uniform
user interest action model, and we set ε = 0: the user never misses a related
tag. Similar to what was assumed in the Interface Card Model, we also
assume a complete tag set: ∀ item subset E ′ ⊆ E, ∃ block b s.t. v(e, b) =
1E′(e), i.e. 1 if e ∈ E ′, 0 otherwise. In addition, we make the following
assumption on the card the interface system could issue in order to reduce
to a linear belief state space:
Assumption 4.4.1.1 (Exclusive Blocks). Any item e is related to at most
one block on any card qt: ∀ e, ∃ at most one b ∈ qt s.t. v(e, b) = 1.
Intuitively, this is a reasonable strategy for the system especially given
that the system has access to a complete tag set: showing multiple blocks
related to some item would not only confuse the user, but the system in turn
would also be less precise in narrowing down into the item the user is truly
interested in, ending up unnecessarily increasing the number of interaction
laps.
More interestingly, this assumption guarantees that the belief state dt is
always a uniform distribution over a subset of the items, which could be
trivially reasoned via induction. Furthermore, due to the assumptions of
uniform item reward and complete tag set, all belief states dt over the same
number of items would appear identical to the system in terms of planning:
any optimal policy for a belief state dt over e.g. items {e1, e2, e3} is completely
reflective to one for a belief state dt over items {e4, e5, e6} or any other item
subset of size 3. Therefore, the belief state space has now been reduced
from a high-dimensional continuous space all the way to a one-dimensional
discrete space of size n. From now on, if dt is over a set of n items, we say
the size of dt, ||dt||, is n.
We conducted simulation experiments to employ the standard value iter-
ation algorithm to solve the Bellman Equation via dynamic programming.
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Figure 4.1: Value function of belief states
















The experiments were performed for two screen sizes: a medium size (M)
holding at most two item blocks or four tag blocks, and a small size (S) hold-
ing at most one item block or two tag blocks. We tested two values for δ: 0.02
for simulating a relatively patient (P) user, and 0.2 for a relatively impatient
(I) user. In total, we had four settings abbreviated as “MP”, “MI”, “SP”,
and “SI”. We found in our experiment runs that varying s0 and r0 within
reasonable ranges did not affect the experiment outcome in any fundamental
way, and here we report the results we obtained when we set s0 = 1 and
r0 = 10.
Figure 4.1 shows the value function of belief states as a function of their
size. For all four settings, the value function decreases as the size of the belief
state, i.e. their uncertainty level, increases, and the decreasing rates are all
diminishing, implying that the interface system could reduce the belief state
size in an exponential manner through interacting with the user. It is also
clear that the value function is higher for medium screens than for small
screens, and higher for patient users than for impatient users: a larger screen
naturally helps the user navigate to their interested items in less laps, and a
more patient user is more likely to stick to the interaction until they obtain
the reward. Further, the difference between the value function for patient
and impatient users is much smaller on the medium screen compared to that
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Figure 4.2: Optimal policy for belief states
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on the small screen, suggesting that a larger screen is helpful in attracting
the user to stick to the interaction by showing a wide variety of blocks to
cater for the user’s interest.
Figure 4.2 shows the optimal policy in terms of the interface layout that
our model determined for different belief state sizes. The interface is decided
to be full of item blocks when the uncertainty of the belief state is low, and
automatically changes to a combination of item and tag blocks and further
to solely tag blocks as the uncertainty increases, which is a consequence of
the tag blocks’ advantage in more quickly narrowing down the belief state
size using less screen space as compared to the item blocks. It is not possible
to display both item and tag blocks in the small screen, so the layout directly
“jumps” from all item blocks to all tag blocks, and the “jump” also takes
place when the belief state size is relatively small as compared to the case on
medium screen, reflecting the more urgent need for more space-efficient tag
blocks on smaller screens. More interestingly, the layout is also automatically
adaptive to user stopping tendencies: when the user is less patient, our model
intelligently adjusts the layout to show more tag blocks on both small and
medium screens - with the hope of a better chance to hold the user onto
the interaction when they see a tag related to their interest. Therefore,
our proposed novel formulation of the Interface Card Model in the language
of sequential decision theories successfully led to automatic interface layout
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optimization results which could not only adapt to user interest and screen
size, but also better cater for both patient and impatient users.
4.4.2 User Study Experiments
In this section, we apply our theoretical framework to solve interface op-
timization problems in real world settings. The assumptions we made in
Section 4.4.1 would hardly exist in the real world (e.g. the complete tag set
assumption), so we are again facing a general NP-Hard POMDP planning
problem. We continue to assume that the user follows the uniform user in-
terest action model, but in contrast to Section 4.4.1, we now allow ε > 0,
which permits the possibility of the user missing to identify a related tag as
is often the case in the real world.
Instead of using other sophisticated planning algorithms, we employ a
straightforward and widely adopted heuristic in sequential decision theories,
the dual-mode control heuristic [63], which picks actions (i.e. interface cards
in our case) that lead to a minimal expected entropy value of the belief state.
We slightly modify the heuristic to accommodate user stopping actions:











subject to f tc(q
t) ≤ 0. (H(dt+1) denotes the entropy of dt+1 and 1B(at+1) is
shorthand for the indicator function of testing whether at+1 = at+1B .)
The additional term 1B(a
t+1) r0 we put into the dual-mode control heuris-
tic is related to the eventual reward of finding an interesting item the user
forfeited if they abandon the search (which we assumed to be uniform for all
items and denoted by r0).
In order to assess the effectiveness of our proposed model in automatically
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optimizing the interface layout of real interactive retrieval systems, we built
prototype interface systems similar to those used in the Interface Card Model:
we fetched popular news articles (as items) from the New York Times Most
Popular API [59] together with their associated keywords (as tags), and we
used Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [60] to conduct user studies. We
employed a straightforward randomized algorithm similar to the one used in
the Interface Card Model to select the optimal interface card in each lap,
but based on our new objective function defined in Equation (4.25). On
the user side, we randomly partitioned the AMT workers into two groups,
one being encouraged to stick to the interaction and thus playing the role of
patient users, and the other being encouraged to freely give up the interaction
and thus playing the role of impatient users; we refer to these two groups
respectively as patient (P) and impatient (I) users. On the interface side, we
varied the screen size and developed two sets of interfaces, one for a medium
sized screen (M) being able to hold at most two item blocks or eight tag
blocks, and the other for a very small screen (S) being able to hold at most
one item block or four tag blocks. We again have four settings in total:
“MP”, “MI”, “SP”, and “SI”.
We built two types of interfaces for each of the four settings for comparison.
The first type is the baseline interface built based on the Interface Card
Model (ICM) without user stopping tendencies taken into consideration - it
is essentially always assuming a “perfectly patient” user. The second type
is based on our new Interface Card Model with User States (ICM-US) with
user stopping tendencies being considered, and it employs a straightforward
learning method to infer users’ stopping tendencies. More specifically, in the
uniform user interest action model, if we treat δ as the only variable we would
make inference about and all other parameters as given, then the Maximum
Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of δ is:
δMLE =
#(stopping action)
#(stopping action) + #(next page action)
(4.26)
where “#()” denotes the number of occurrences of the enclosed action in the
interaction log. In our experiment, we estimated that δMLE = 0.029 and
0.145 respectively for the group of patient and impatient users. Ideally, we
could learn δMLE for each individual user, but due to the limited amount of
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log data we could obtain, we decided to learn its value for each user group
collectively. We noticed that our estimated δMLE value for both user groups
differed within ±8% across the two screen sizes, implying that our uniform
user interest action model is an adequately reasonable assumption for real
world users.
We measure the effectiveness of the two types of interfaces using two met-
rics: (a) whether the users end up successfully finding an interesting article or
not, referred as “success?”, and (b) how many laps the user spent for reach-
ing an interesting article, referred as “#lap”. We use one-sided McNemar’s
test for comparing “success?” and one-sided Wilcoxon sign-ranked test for
comparing “#lap”. Table 4.1 shows the significance levels of our comparison
tests for all four settings, where we use “·”, “?” and “??” to represent a
p-value within the range of (0.05, 0.1), (0.01, 0.05) and (0.001, 0.01), respec-
tively3. It is clearly observed that our new interface is significantly better
than the baseline interface at helping impatient users navigate to an interest-
ing article without significantly increasing the number of laps they needed;
the differences for patient users are not significant, which is also expected
because the two types of interfaces would generate very similar optimization
results due to a very small δ value used in our new interface.
Table 4.1: Significance levels of comparison tests.
Setting Sample size “Success?” “#lap”
MP 25
MI 25 ?? ·
SP 25
SI 24 ?
Interestingly, the differences in “success?” and ”#lap” are both less signif-
icant on the very small screen than on the medium sized screen for impatient
users, contradicting to our expectation that our new model should benefit
smaller screens more which are in nature less effective in keeping users en-
gaged with the system. We speculate that, on the very small screen, both
the baseline and the new interface would decide that the very limited screen
space is more suitable for the “keyword layout” in most of the laps where
3https://www.r-project.org/
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Figure 4.3: ICM interface after clicking “Colleges and Universities”.
Figure 4.4: ICM-US interface after clicking “Colleges and Universities”.
the system is still very uncertain about the user’s interest, and the difference
only occurs after the system could narrow down the user’s interest to within
a few articles (as was also observed in Figure 4.2).
To give better intuitions into the interface optimization outcomes of our
proposed model, we show some example screens we observed when we used
our interfaces ourselves. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 display the second screen we
observed on the very small screen respectively in the baseline interface and
in our new interface (fed with the δMLE value estimated from the group of
impatient users), after we click the “Colleges and Universities” keyword on
the first screen (where both interfaces chose to display four popular keywords
due to the very limited screen space). Given that there are three news ar-
ticles associated with the clicked keyword, the baseline interface decided to
adopt the “article layout” and display the three articles one by one to the
user (of which the first one is shown in Figure 4.3), with the hope that the
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user will thoroughly go over the three articles with the system. However, it
is possible that an impatient user would stop if the first shown article does
not interest them, and they would be even more likely to stop if they find the
second shown article again not interesting. The new interface, on the other
hand, considered user stopping tendencies in the optimization computation
and thus chose to adopt the “keyword layout” and display three keywords
within the same screen each corresponding to one of the three articles. Even
an impatient user would likely identify a keyword related to their interest and
continue on with the interaction by clicking it, and they would immediately
reach their interested article in the next screen. It is also possible that the
user might fail to recognize a related keyword, but the system determined
that this would be a minor risk and would not affect the higher overall benefit
of attracting an impatient user to stick longer to the interaction and eventu-
ally find something interesting. Note that all the reasoning above is only for
our purpose to appreciate the intelligent layout decision of the interface sys-
tem; the interface system is not built on top of any ad hoc logic to fulfill any
part of our reasoning; its decision relies only on our optimization framework
that elegantly captures all our intuitions in a single formulation.
Similar automatic layout decisions are observed on the medium sized screen
as well, and the screen is even more capable in interface adaptations thanks
to its additional intermediate layout choice of devoting half the space to an
article and half to keywords. The results demonstrate the clear effectiveness
of our proposed model in automatically optimizing interface layouts accord-
ing to users’ stopping tendencies.
4.5 Summary
We proposed a novel refinement of the Interface Card Model based on sequen-
tial decision theory, i.e. ICM-US, that can facilitate formal user modeling and
naturally connect optimization of interactive retrieval with Markov Decision
Process and Reinforcement Learning (RL) in a general way, thus enabling
the use of RL to solve potentially a wide range of problems of optimal in-
terface design. ICM-US opens up many opportunities for formally modeling
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user behavior in interactive retrieval as well as incorporating user behavior
models into an optimal retrieval algorithm, making the retrieval algorithm
“sensitive” to user behavior.
An obvious future direction is to further explore the large space of specific
refinements of ICM-US and apply ICM-US to many applications to optimize
interactive search and interface design. Another very interesting direction
is to use ICM-US to analyze interactive search log data for discovery of




BAYESIAN FRAMEWORK FOR USER
PREFERENCE IN INTERACTIVE
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
5.1 A Bayesian Probabilistic Framework
As an example of applying the Interface Card Model in optimizing a larger
scale real world interactive retrieval system, we focus on the user-system
interactions in a faceted browsing system and study how to model the user’s
preference in each lap of the interaction process and how to optimize the
system accordingly [14]. In a faceted browsing system, the user may first
issue a natural language query to the system, and then typically select one
or multiple facets to “zoom in” to the specific set of products the user is
interested in. We propose that before the user selects each facet filter, the
system has a prior estimate of the user’s interest in each item (e.g. based
on the relevance score of each item with respect to the user’s query and the
user’s previously selected filters), and when the user selects a facet filter,
the system computes a posterior estimate of the user’s interest in each item
based on the prior estimate and the user’s selected facet filter. Intuitively,
the system’s posterior estimate of the user’s interest in an item is dependent
upon (a) the prior estimate, and (b) whether the user would be likely to
pick the selected facet filter if the user is in fact interested in this item. In
other words, the user’s facet filter selection action serves as an additional
supporting “hint” to the system for probabilistically re-inferring the user’s
interest. We now formally cast all such intuitions into a principled Bayesian
probabilistic framework:
Definition 5.1 (Bayesian preference update). When observing the user’s se-
lection of facet filter a, the system’s estimate of the user’s posterior propensity
p(e|a) in each product e is derived from the user’s prior propensity p(e) and
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the user’s action model p(a|e) via Bayes’ theorem:
p(e|a) ∝ p(e) p(a|e) (5.1)
According to this Bayesian probabilistic framework, the system’s estimate
of the user’s preference after the filter selection depends on two components:
the prior propensity p(e) and the user action model p(a|e). The prior propen-
sity characterizes the system’s belief before the filter selection on how likely
the user is interested in each item. We do not discuss in detail about the
initial prior propensity in this work, i.e. the prior propensity before the user
selects any facet filters. In practice, the initial prior propensity could be
estimated in different ways, e.g. from an initial relevance ranking as well as
additional personalization information of the user if available, and is gener-
ally available to us in a search system which assesses the relevance of items
based on probability of relevance.
The Bayesian probabilistic framework could be applied iteratively in cases
where the user selects multiple facet filters: the posterior propensity would
serve as the prior propensity for the next user action. Such a desirable
property is a natural consequence of the Bayesian formalism theory.
The action model characterizes how likely the user selects a filter given
their interest in a particular item. If we restrict p(a|e) so that it equals 1
if and only if e satisfies a, and 0 otherwise, then it is easily observed that
our Bayesian probabilistic framework is reduced to the traditional “hard”
faceted browsing scheme, where only the items satisfying the applied filter
are returned and ranked in their original order. Such system behavior, which
we will phrase as traditional filtering or “hard” filtering, might not be ideal
in many cases. For example, when a user selects a price range as a filter,
the user might also be interested in some products that are priced slightly
higher than the range but are at a significant discount; when a user selects
a brand filter, the user might also be interested in products of a very similar
brand. In our proposed Bayesian framework, if we allow p(a|e) to be a true
probabilistic distribution rather than concentrating on a single a, as in the
more general case, we are essentially capturing the uncertainty underlying
user actions and would thus lead to smarter interactions between the user
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and the system. We will use concrete examples to better illustrate this in
the following sections.
The action model in a more general setting can probabilistically charac-
terize a much wider range of user actions in addition to facet filter selections,
such as query reformulation, conversational interactions with the system, etc.
The Bayesian probabilistic framework we propose here could serve to pro-
vide formal guidance in such scenarios, thus opening up many interesting
directions for future research.
5.2 Action Model and Inference
In this section, we discuss concrete ways to instantiate the probabilistic dis-
tribution underlying the action model in the cases of some example facets
in e-commerce search systems, and we introduce Bayesian inference method-
ologies for parameter estimation for each probabilistic distribution based on
user search log. The example facets are representative of the major types of
facets, and the e-commerce search engine is a typical example of a faceted
browsing system. Thus, the techniques discussed here are universal and could
generally be applied to other facets and other faceted browsing systems.
5.2.1 Categorical Filter
In a typical faceted browsing system, a lot of facets take values from an
unordered set of values. One example is the brand facet in an e-commerce
search system, where each product has a brand value from the set of possi-
ble brand names. In reality, the brand of the products users are interested
in may often be different from the brand they select as filters when they
are interacting with the system. Such phenomena are naturally due to the
fact that some brands are similar to each other, so that the users selecting
one brand might also be interested in some products of another brand. In
this section, we will use brand filter as an example of unordered filter and
demonstrate how we apply our proposed Bayesian framework to optimize the
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system’s interaction.
The action model in the case of brand, p(b|e), would capture how likely
a user would select each brand filter b given the user’s interest in a prod-
uct e, and the most natural choice for such an action model is the cate-
gorical distribution.1 Specifically, suppose there are altogether k brands:
b(1), b(2), . . . , b(k). Then for each product e, there exists a probability vector
pe = (pe(1), pe(2), . . . , pe(k)) such that:
p(b(i)|e) = pe(i) , i = 1, 2, . . . k (5.2)
Note that if b(i∗) is the brand of e, then the probability pe(i∗) should typically
be the highest among all pe(i)’s, and the probabilities corresponding to brands
similar to b(i∗) should generally be higher than those corresponding to more
distant brands. (In the extreme case where we set pe(i∗) to be 1 and all other
pe(i)’s to be zero, it could be easily observed that our model reduces to the
traditional “hard” filter.)
To estimate pe for a product e, we rely on the conjugacy relationship
between the Dirichlet distribution and the categorical distribution [64]. In
particular, let the prior distribution of pe be:
pe ∼ DIR(α(0)e ) (5.3)





e(2), . . . , α
(0)
e(k)).
2 The hyper-parameters α
(0)
e(i)’s, in practice, should be
set to reflect the prior belief regarding the degrees to which each brand is
related to the product. For example, in the most na¨ıve scenario, if b(i∗) is
the brand of e, then α
(0)
e(i∗) could be set to be a non-zero value and all other
α
(0)
e(i)’s are set to be zero or a very small valued (for Laplace smoothing).
Next, we make inference by collecting from the user search log the brand
filters selected in all search sessions leading to an eventual purchase (or “add-
to-cart action”) of e, and we denote the vector of these brand filters by
1Since we are characterizing individual brand filter selection actions rather than mul-
tiple selection actions as a whole, we use the categorical distribution instead of the multi-
nomial distribution.




e = (b1, b2, . . . bn).
3 Then, the posterior distribution of pe could be derived
from its prior distribution and observations b
(n)
e based on Bayes’ theorem:
p(pe|b(n)e ) ∝ p(pe) p(b(n)e |pe) (5.4)
Due to the property of conjugacy, the posterior also takes the form of a
Dirichlet distribution:
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1{bj=b(i)} , i = 1, 2, . . . k (5.6)
where “1” is the identity function that takes value 1 if the condition is sat-
isfied and 0 otherwise. Note that such a posterior update procedure could
continue on and on when new observations are obtained from the search log
due to the property of conjugacy.
The posterior estimate of pe could either be derived from a maximum a
posteriori point estimate from the posterior distribution, or from a posterior
predictive distribution. In the case of the Dirichlet-Categorical conjugacy,








, i = 1, 2, . . . k (5.7)
5.2.2 Ordinal Filter
In contrast to unordered facet value sets, facet values in many cases are
ordinal, where there is a strict total ordering within the set of all possible
facet values. The categorical distribution in such a scenario is unable to
capture the ordinal relationships among the filters. In an e-commerce search
3The superscript “(n)” is used to label the observation vector of size n as well as the
posterior hyper-parameters estimated after seeing the observations.
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engine, the price facet is one of many examples. The filters corresponding
to the ordinal facets are often presented in ranges, e.g. “$150-$200”. It is
observed that when a user selects a particular price range filter, they tend to
be more interested in some products priced at around the middle of the range
rather than products with prices near the boundary, and there is some slight
chance that they might be interested in some products priced completely
outside the range, e.g. some product just a little above the range yet having
a substantial value relative to its price. In this section, we will use price range
filter as an example of ordinal filter to demonstrate how we could apply our
proposed Bayesian framework to optimize the system’s interaction.
We employ the Gaussian distribution to derive the action model for price
facet p(r|e) - the probability of a user interested in a product e selecting a
price range r. We postulate that given the user is interested in a product e,
the probability density of the user selecting a particular price value c follows
a Gaussian distribution: c|e ∼ N (µe, σ2e), and the cumulative probability of
the user selecting a particular price range filter r = [ar, br] is computed via
integration of the Gaussian density function:
p(r|e) = Φ ((br − µe)/σe)− Φ ((ar − µe)/σe) (5.8)
where Φ denotes the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaus-
sian distribution. Note that µe should typically be close to the price of e, ce,
but users may not have a precise idea of the price of their interested product,
so we treat µe as unknown and learn its value from user search log. Under
such a Gaussian model for price filter selection actions, given that a user is
interested in a particular product with a price tag c, they may most likely
select a price range filter that covers c at around the mid-point of the range,
and would less likely select a price range filter with its boundary very close to
c, and it would be even less likely but not impossible that they select some
price range filter not covering c at all. Such consequences nicely coincide
with our intuition. (In the extreme case where we set µe = ce and σ
2
e → 0,
it could be easily observed that our model reduces to the traditional “hard”
filter.)
The two parameters µe and σ
2
e are typically unknown in the real world,
so we need to make inference from observations of past user activities. In
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Bayesian statistics theories, the Gaussian distribution with both its mean
and variance unknown has the Normal-Inverse-Gamma (NIG) distribution






e ∼ NIG(H(0)e ) (5.9)
H(0)e = (µ(0)e , κ(0)e , α(0)e , β(0)e ) represents the hyper-parameter vector in the
NIG prior in the form of:
{
σ2e |α(0)e , β(0)e ∼ IG(α(0)e , β(0)e )
µe|σ2e , µ(0)e , κ(0)e ∼ N (µ(0)e , σ2e/κ(0)e )
(5.10)
(5.11)
where “IG” denotes the inverse gamma distribution. In practice, the hyper-
parameters could be heuristically set based on any available prior knowledge
about how users select price ranges. For example, we typically set µ
(0)
e = ce.
For each product e, we collect the price filters selected in all the sessions
that resulted in an eventual purchase (or “add-to-cart action”) of e from the
search log and form the set of observations for making inference on µe and σ
2
e .
To make the inference computation tractable, we pick the mid point mr of the
price range in each selected filter r as an approximation to the whole range.
4 Thus, for each product e, we obtain an observation vector composed of the
mid points of all the selected price filters for product e, and we denote the
vector by m
(n)
e = (m1,m2, . . .mn). Following that, the posterior distribution
for µe and σ
2
e could be derived from their prior distribution and observations
m
(n)
e based on Bayes’ theorem:
p(µe, σ
2
e |m(n)e ) ∝ p(µe, σ2e) p(m(n)e |µe, σ2e) (5.12)




e |m(n)e ∼ NIG(H(n)e ) (5.13)
whereH(n)e = (µ(n)e , κ(n)e , α(n)e , β(n)e ) is the hyper-parameter vector in the NIG
posterior that is updated from H(0)e based on the sample mean me and vari-
4Since the price ranges of the price filters in e-commerce search engines are often rel-
atively short segments as compared to the magnitude of product prices, it is typically
reasonable to approximate the whole ranges by their mid points.
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Note again that such a posterior update procedure could continue on and
on when new observations are obtained from the search log, due to the prop-
erty of conjugacy.
With the posterior distribution of µe and σ
2
e established, two alternative
methods could be used for estimating the Gaussian model for price filter
selection actions. The first one is directly based on the maximum a posteriori
point estimate from the posterior:
pˆ(r|e) = Φ ((br − µˆe)/σˆe)− Φ ((ar − µˆe)/σˆe) (5.18)
where µˆe and σˆ
2












The second estimation method comes from the posterior predictive distri-
bution, which, in the case of Normal-Inverse-Gamma distribution, could be
shown to follow a t-distribution:
p˜(r|e) = Ψ ((br − µ˜e)/σ˜e)−Ψ ((ar − µ˜e)/σ˜e) (5.21)
where Ψ denotes the cumulative distribution function of a t-distribution with
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In practice, these two methods lead to almost identical inference results
given a moderately large observation vector. In our experiments, we always
employ the first method.
5.3 Experiments
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model, we implemented our
Bayesian probabilistic framework in an internal prototype system on top of
the Walmart e-commerce search engine. In the experiments, for each product
e, we collect the price filters selected in all the sessions that resulted in an
eventual purchase of e from the search log and form the set of observations for
making inference on µe and σ
2
e . To make the inference computation tractable,
we pick the mid point mr of the price range in each selected filter r as an
approximation to the whole range.
We performed extensive experiments using search log data to compare our
model with a baseline “hard” filtering model in which the system always
returns the set of products strictly priced within the selected price filter, as
performed in most standard faceted browsing systems. We collected around
62,000 search sessions in a month in 2014 in which the user (a) selected at
least one price filter (which was implemented in the manner of traditional
filters) and (b) purchased one product at the end of the session. Then, we
carried out simulated user evaluations relying on this search log dataset. We
collected 20 most popular queries that led to at least 700 purchases in the
month, and we performed leave-one-out cross validations to compare our pro-
posed model with the traditional faceted browsing scheme via simulated user
interactions with the system. For each query, among all filters ever selected
by any user who issued the query and eventually made a purchase, we treated
one of them as the test data and all the rest as the training data at a time.
Specifically, we trained our model using all but one of the filters to learn the
user action model for all the products returned by the search engine, and
then applied the trained model to the filter that was left as the test data and
recorded down the rank of the user’s eventually purchased product. Mean-
while, we also applied the traditional filter to all the products returned by the
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search engine, and recorded the rank of the user’s eventually purchased item.
In cases where the traditional filter missed the user’s eventually purchased
item, we tried not to “over-penalize” the traditional filter and computed the
rank as the total number of filtered products plus the rank of the user’s pur-
chased product in the original unfiltered list, emulating the scenario where
the user scans the entire filtered list without finding the product, de-selects
the filter, and then scans the original list to look for the product. We per-
formed one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for the comparison for each of
the 20 queries, and we heuristically set the prior parameters for our model.
We observe that 19 out of the 20 queries have a p-value less than 10−6,
strongly indicating that our soft faceted browsing scheme is significantly su-
perior than the traditional “hard” faceted browsing scheme in terms of its
efficiency in helping users navigate to the products of their interests. The
only one exception is the query “electronics” with p-value 0.00187 (which is
also significant though not as extreme as the other queries), and the reason
is observed to be that most of the users’ purchases concentrated on the very
top portion of the ranked list returned by the search engine and that most
of the users’ issued filters happened to cover these items, in which cases the
traditional filter is relatively harder to beat.
5.4 Summary
We proposed a novel soft faceted browsing scheme for information access
systems as an example of applying the Interface Card Model in optimizing
a larger scale real world interactive retrieval system where, when the user
selects a facet filter, the system may return a few relevant items that do not
satisfy the filter in a non-intrusive way alongside the items that satisfy the fil-
ter. We provided a formal Bayesian probabilistic framework for realizing such
a soft faceted browsing scheme that takes into consideration the probabilistic
nature of users’ facet filter selection actions, and we demonstrated that our
method is more effective than traditional “hard” faceted browsing scheme via
experiments using e-commerce search log data. The proposed framework and
model also opens up interesting new research opportunities in the intersection
of machine learning and information retrieval. An interesting extension is to
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introduce active learning for optimal preference elicitation (e.g., dynamically






Information Retrieval (IR) is an empirically defined task in the sense that
there is no way to mathematically prove one IR system is better than an-
other, and the question of which IR system is the best can only be answered
based on how well the system can help users finish a task. Thus, how to
appropriately evaluate an information retrieval (IR) system has always been
one of the most important research questions in IR [39, 40, 41]. So far,
the dominant methodology for evaluating an IR system has been the Cran-
field evaluation methodology proposed in 1960s [43]. The basic idea is to
build a test collection that consists of a sample of queries, a sample of doc-
uments, and a set of relevance judgments (indicating which documents are
relevant/non-relevant to which queries). An IR system can then be evalu-
ated using such a test collection as follows. First, we run the system on the
test collection to generate retrieval results for each of the test queries. We
then quantitatively evaluate the system results for each query with various
measures (such as precision and recall) based on the relevance judgments.
Measures on all the queries can be aggregated to quantify the performance
of a system on the whole set of queries. Such a methodology has also been
widely used for evaluating many other empirical tasks, including particularly
machine learning tasks.
A key benefit of using the Cranfield evaluation methodology is that the
test collection, once built, would be reusable as many times as we want to,
which enables repeatedly using the same test collection to compare different
systems or examine the effectiveness of each component in a complicated
system. Such reusability is key to ensure reproducibility of IR experiments.
The Cranfield evaluation methodology has played a crucial role in advancing
IR technologies, and the reusability of the created test collections has enabled
the development of many effective retrieval algorithms that are used in many
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modern search engine applications today.
Unfortunately, the Cranfield evaluation methodology, in its current form,
can only be used for evaluating simple IR systems that return a ranked list of
documents, and would encounter significant difficulty when applied to more
sophisticated IR systems which have become increasingly popular due to the
advancement in technologies for human-computer interaction. In particular,
it is hard to use it to evaluate an interactive IR system where we need to assess
the overall performance of a system over an entire interactive search session
and compare two different search interfaces that may go beyond a ranked
list of documents (e.g., an interface with features such as query suggestion or
faceted browsing). Such sophisticated IR systems have so far been evaluated
primarily through controlled user studies [40] or a proxy of such a user study
experiment by performing search log analysis [65]. However, the experiment
results obtained in such a way would be hard to reproduce due to the difficulty
in completely controlling the users.
We propose a general formal framework for evaluating IR systems based
on search session simulation that can be used to evaluate any IR system with
reproducible experiments, including systems with sophisticated retrieval in-
terfaces [15]. The key idea is to build “user simulators,” which are software
programs that can simulate how a user would interact with a search engine
(interface) when trying to finish a task. With a set of such user-task simula-
tors, we can then test each IR system by having the system interact with the
simulators. The interaction sequence of system responses and user actions
can then be used to compute various quantitative measures of the system
based on how effective the system has helped the (simulated) user finish a
task.
We show that such a simulation-based evaluation framework is, in fact,
a generalization of the traditional Cranfield evaluation method to enable
reproducible experiments to evaluate or compare sophisticated IR systems.
The current ranked list evaluation method can be derived quite naturally as
a specific instantiation of the framework, where the simulated search session
is a user sequentially browsing the presented search results.
One immediate benefit of the proposed framework is that it enables us
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to examine any existing evaluation metric formally from the perspective of
user simulation, which further helps reveal the exact assumptions a metric
has made (often implicitly) about the simulated users. The analysis also
helps provide an interpretation of any metric from a user’s perspective. We
formally study several widely used measures, Precision, Recall, and Average
Precision (AP), and reveal the assumptions made by these measures.
A more important benefit of the framework is that it would enable us to
evaluate more complicated IR systems that are hard to evaluate with exist-
ing evaluation methods. As a case study to pursue this benefit, we build
search session simulators to evaluate a set of tag-based search interfaces, a
generalization of faceted browsing interfaces, with validation of our proposed
framework from real user experiments and interesting findings about effec-
tiveness of the interfaces for different types of users.
6.1 Search Simulation Framework
In this section, We formally characterize our proposed search simulation
framework for interactive IR evaluation. We first explicitly define the ba-
sic components in the framework at the level of the whole interaction.
Definition 6.1 (System, User, Task and Interaction Sequence). In any in-
teraction involving two parties issuing actions to each other in turn, we define
the (interactive) system S to be the party to be evaluated, the user U to
be the other party, the task T to be the user’s information need, and the
interaction sequence I to be the whole process of the interaction.
A user may have different information need, or task, when using a system,
and the user with a specific task may result in different interaction sequences
due to the randomness of the user actions and the system responses.
Definition 6.2 (Simulator). A simulator is a (synthetic) user with a task,
created for the purpose of evaluating a system.
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In general, a system’s performance over an interaction sequence can be
measured in two dimensions from a user’s perspective: reward and cost.
Definition 6.3 (Interaction / Simulator Reward and Cost). For an inter-
action sequence I between a user U with task T and an interactive system
S, the interaction reward R(I, T, U, S) and the interaction cost C(I, T, U, S)
respectively represent the overall amount of reward and cost the user gets
from the whole interaction.
For a simulator simulating a user U with task T and an interactive sys-
tem S, the simulator reward R(T, U, S) and the simulator cost C(T, U, S)
respectively represent the expected interaction reward and cost over all pos-
sible interaction sequences: R(T, U, S) = E(R(I, T, U, S)) and C(T, U, S) =
E(C(I, T, U, S)), where the expectation is taken with respect to the distri-
bution of all possible interaction sequences, p(I|T, U, S).
Note that p(I|T, U, S) would be entirely concentrated on a single interac-
tion sequence if the interaction is deterministic.
The simulator reward R(T, U, S) and cost C(T, U, S) provide a complete
and interpretable characterization of the utility of system S to user U with
task T : C(T, U, S) measures the effort made by a user, while R(T, U, S) gives
the reward that a user would receive for the effort. We chose to maintain
reward and cost as two separate measures because the desired trade-off be-
tween them is inevitably application-specific, thus it should be treated as
an external application of our framework. Moreover, we can easily further
define the average utility and cost of a system over a group of simulators to
obtain an overall reward and cost, or first combine reward and cost for each
individual simulator and then compute the average over a group of simula-
tors. These again would be better treated as applications of the framework.
We will see some interesting examples in Section 6.2.
The formalism established above serves as a high-level framework for as-
sessing interactive retrieval systems in general on the whole interaction level,
in particular by evaluating the reward and cost of a task oriented user when
interacting with the system through an interaction sequence. To assess the
reward and cost at a finer level, we must define the interaction sequence in
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more detail. To this end, we follow the Interface Card Model elaborated in
Chapter 3 and partition the interaction between a user and an interactive IR
system into a series of interaction laps:
Definition 6.4 (Lap, Action and Interface Card). The lap t = 1, 2, . . . is the
time unit of the interaction between a user and a system in which the user
and the system each acts once in turn. In each lap t, the user first issues
an action at, and the system then reacts by generating an interface card qt.
The stopping action atB is a special action the user could issue in each lap
which ends the interaction.
It is often the case that there is certain level of intrinsic randomness in
the user action and the system’s interface cards. In this work, we focus more
on the user side, and we will later adopt a user action model describing the
probabilistic distribution of the user actions at each lap.
When different users interact with the same system, or even when the same
user interacts with the same system at different times, the user might tend
to issue different actions, depending on e.g. the user’s habits, information
need (task), and any past interactions between the user and the system. We
characterize such user side information by user state (which we adopt from
our sequential decision formulation of the ICM described in Chapter 4):
Definition 6.5 (User State). At each lap t, the user state zt denotes the
collection of all the information that as a whole is sufficient to determine how
likely the user issues each possible action given any interface card the system
issues. The user state starts from the initial user state z1, which depends
on the user U and the task T and follows an initial user state distribution
pI(z1). The user state then transitions across laps probabilistically via the
user state transition function pT (zt+1|zt, at, qt).
Intuitively, the user state in many cases could be in the form of a multi-
dimensional vector where each element denotes some aspect of the status of
the interaction process, e.g. the stage of the interaction process, the remain-
ing information need, etc. Based on the user state, we formalize the action
model of the user:
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Definition 6.6 (User Action Model). The user action model specifies the
probability distribution of the user issuing each possible user action in a
given lap, where the probabilities are conditioned on the user state and the
interface card: p(at+1|zt, qt).
We can now define the interaction on a finer level:
Definition 6.7 (Interface Card Interaction Sequence). For an interaction
process between a system S and a user U with task T , the interaction se-
quence I is composed of the sequence of user states, the user actions and
the interface cards in the whole interaction: I = ((z1, a1, q1), (z2, a2, q2), . . . ,
(zn, an, qn)), where n denotes the total number of laps in the interaction. We
define I t to be the partial interaction sequence from lap 1 to lap t, 1 ≤ t ≤ n.
(I = In.)
Reward and cost can now be refined as follows.
Definition 6.8 (Cumulative / Lap Reward and Cost). For user U with task
T , system S and interaction sequence I, the cumulative reward and cumula-
tive cost at lap t are respectively the total reward and cost the user obtains
by the end of lap t: Rt(I, T, U, S) = R(I t, T, U, S), and Ct(I, T, U, S) =
C(I t, T, U, S). We define R0(I, T, U, S) = C0(I, T, U, S) = 0.
The lap reward and lap cost are respectively the difference of cumulative
reward and cost between consecutive laps: rt(I, T, U, S) = Rt(I, T, U, S) −
Rt−1(I, T, U, S), and ct(I, T, U, S) = Ct(I, T, U, S)− Ct−1(I, T, U, S).
The notion of cumulative reward and cost provides the basis for the simula-
tor to track the reward and cost measures progressively along the interaction
process. The lap reward and cost may depend on many factors related to the
user’s current status and past interactions. To simplify the discussion, we
assume that the user state contains the information sufficient to determine
the lap reward and cost (in addition to the user action model) given any
interface card:
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Assumption 6.1 (Action Reward and Cost). The lap reward and lap cost
are determined by the user’s action in the context of the user state and
the system’s previous interface card, if any, and are also called the ac-
tion reward and action cost : rt(I, T, U, S) = r(at|zt−1, qt−1), ct(I, T, U, S) =
c(at|zt−1, qt−1).
We expand out the cumulative interaction reward and cost as a summa-
tion over action reward and cost, forming the computational basis for our
proposed search simulation evaluation framework:








6.2 Analysis of Existing Metrics
In this section, we formally analyze some commonly used existing evaluation
metrics using the proposed framework to reveal the (implicit) assumptions
made underlying each measure and understand how we should interpret them
based on the reward and cost defined on the user simulation.
We first instantiate the framework to obtain a general simulator for clas-
sical IR metrics:
Definition 6.9 (Classical IR simulator). The simulator’s task is to find
relevant documents by going through a ranked list of documents. At each
lap t, the interface card is the document ranked at position t. The user
is assumed to sequentially browse the list and choose from three actions:
click, skip or stop at each lap t. We assume the simulator will always click
a relevant document, and when seeing a non-relevant document, the user
may skip or stop depending on the specific setting. The lap reward is 1
for a relevant document and 0 otherwise, and the cumulative reward is thus
the number of relevant documents the simulator scanned through. The lap
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cost is 1 for each document scanned by the simulator, and the cumulative
cost is the total number of documents the simulator scanned through. The
cumulative reward and cost are recorded in the user state.
The classical IR simulator serves as a common basis for further instanti-
ations into specific simulators corresponding to each classical IR evaluation
metric. In the following sections, we assume we have a test collection con-
sisting of a number of queries and the relevance judgment labels of a set of
documents with respect to each query, and our goal is to evaluate a ranked
list of results generated by a system in response to a query. We will show
that Precision, Recall, and Average Precision can all be interpreted in the
context of our proposed framework when specific simulators are used. These
simulators can help reveal the assumptions made by these measures and also
provide interpretations of them from a user’s perspective.
We first examine precision and recall, two of the most fundamental metrics
in IR.
Definition 6.10 (Precision). Given a list of retrieval results, the traditional
measure Precision can be defined as the ratio of interaction award and cost,
i.e., R(I, T, U, S)/C(I, T, U, S), of a classical IR simulator that would never
stop until having scanned through the whole result list.
The Precision Simulator shows clearly that Precision is focused on mea-
suring the reward per unit of cost, but does not take into consideration of
task completion; the task is not well specified, but the implied task can be
assumed to be to find as many relevant documents as possible.
Definition 6.11 (Recall). Suppose there are N relevant documents in the
collection. Given a list of retrieval results, the traditional measure Recall can
be defined as the task completion percentage R(I, T, U, S)/N , i.e. the inter-
action reward relative to the best possible interaction reward for perfectly
completed task, for a classical IR simulator that never stops until having
scanned through the whole list.
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It is easy to see that the assumed task in the Recall Simulator is to find
all relevant documents, though Recall is only focused on the collected re-
ward, but does not measure the cost at all. Even if we combine Precision
and Recall, there is still no direct measure of the cost, and the cost is only
indirectly reflected in the Precision (relative to the reward). Interestingly,
we can interpret the reciprocal of Precision as the average cost per relevant
document (more generally, cost/reward ratio).
Definition 6.12 (Precision@K / Recall@K). Precision@K and Recall@K are
defined similarly as how Precision and Recall are defined except that such
a simulator would stop when the accumulated cost (which is equal to the
number of documents examined by the simulator) reaches K.
This definition shows that Precision@K and Recall@K can be interpreted
as Precision and Recall with a “cost budget,” i.e., the simulated user wants to
control the amount of effort. We can thus easily generalize both measures by
allowing variable cost in examining each document/snippet (e.g., examining a
longer document/snippet would have a higher cost) and using a cost threshold
τc, leading to Precision@τc and Recall@τc, respectively.
We now examine one of the most important measures, Average Precision
(AP). We first define the variable-recall simulator.
Definition 6.13 (Variable-Recall Simulator). A variable-recall simulator is
a classical IR simulator whose task is to collect N ′ relevant documents, where
1 ≤ N ′ ≤ N (N is the total number of relevant documents). The simulated
user never stops scanning through the list until either the task is completed
or the list is exhausted.
Definition 6.14 (Average Precision). In the simulation framework, Average
Precision can be defined as the average ratio of the interaction reward and
cost: R(I, T, U, S)/C(I, T, U, S) for a set of N variable-recall simulators, each
with the task of collecting 1, 2, . . . , N relevant documents, respectively.
By examining AP in the simulation framework, we see that AP should
be interpreted as the average performance of a system on a set of different
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retrieval tasks or different simulated users. While the Precision and Recall
simulators only simulate a single user/task, the AP simulator simulates a set
of users with variable recall demand; this explains why AP is more discrim-
inative than Precision/Recall, and is thus also more suitable for comparing
two ranked lists. This analysis result further suggests that in general, we
can systematically vary the parameter of any simulator (recall in the case
of AP) to obtain more discriminative measures that can better detect even
the smallest differences between two ranking methods; AP is only one of the
many such possibilities and may not necessarily be the best one.
The variant of AP@K documents can be easily derived by setting a cost
budget for all the simulated users as in the case of Precision/Recall@K.
Many other evaluation metrics such as Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)
[45], Ranked-Based Precision (RBP) [38], Normalized Discounted Cumula-
tive Gain (NDCG) [66], time-based measure [46], can also be studied rigor-
ously in the proposed framework to reveal their assumptions about users and
tasks. For example, MRR is obtained when a precision simulator has a task
of only finding one relevant document (and then stop). RBP assumes, on top
of the precision simulator, a constant stopping rate at each position of the
ranked list. In NDCG, the discounting factors for each ranked position also
correspond to the simulator’s stopping rate at each position, and the overall
gain calculated is the simulator’s expected reward over all stopping positions.
The time-based measure is closely related, only except that the probability
of stopping depends on the time spent into the search session (i.e., time cost)
instead of on the lap count.
We could also easily extend our instantiations to generalizations of evalu-
ation metrics on session search. For example, Session NDCG [67] could be
derived similarly as classic NDCG, only with the additional simulator ac-
tion model for continuing / abandoning the search after scanning through
the document list of each query in the session. The U-measure based on
trail-text introduced in [68], as another example, could be derived from our
proposed framework by dividing the simulator’s interaction with the system
into word-level laps, and the simulator may abandon the search after reading
till each word (e.g. in snippet, document, etc.).
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The great generality of our framework is not a coincidence; it is a natural
consequence of the basis of our framework - the simulator and the reward /
cost measures - which are the minimal basis that maps to real world users and
what they care about in an IR system; all existing metrics tried to achieve the
same goal but with additional simplification assumptions for the sake of com-
putational convenience. In particular, for example, our analysis based on the
simulator models suggest that one major class of assumption underlying the
existing evaluation metrics is on when and how likely the user stops through-
out the interaction, and every assumption has its own advantages as well as
drawbacks when compared with real user behaviors. A very important future
direction is thus to study users’ stopping tendencies more rigorously and pro-
pose more realistic user stopping action models, which can then be used in
the proposed framework to derive potentially more meaningful metrics than
the existing ones.
6.3 Simulated Evaluation on Tag-based Search
Interface
In this section, we apply our proposed evaluation framework on interactive
retrieval systems that do not follow a simple ranking interface, and show
that an instantiation of our general framework could lead to novel evaluation
method for interactive systems where no traditional evaluation methodology
could be applied in a principled way.
We focus on a set of interactive retrieval interfaces where, in addition to
lists of documents, tags related to the document contents are used to facilitate
user navigation. A common example of such tag-based search interfaces is the
faceted browsing interface, where facet filters serve as tags to help users zoom
into specific subsets of the documents. The Interface Card Model proposed
in Chapter 3 led to a novel method for optimizing tag-based search interfaces
via automatically adjusting the interface layout based on the screen size and
the estimated user interest. To evaluate and compare these relatively more
sophisticated interactive retrieval interfaces, traditional evaluation method-
ologies focusing mainly on assessing ranked lists of documents could not be
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easily applied, because the user-system interactions do not adopt a sequential
scanning manner. This is also the reason why we could only rely on real user
experiments for the comparison experiments in Chapter 3. In this section, as
an example of demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed search simu-
lation framework, we show that an instantiation of the proposed framework
could lead to reasonable evaluation practices of the search interfaces on dif-
ferent types of users (or simulators), and we also validate the simulation by
comparing the simulator behaviors with real user behaviors.
To instantiate the search simulation framework into a simulator model for
the tag-based search interfaces, we assume that each screen the simulator
sees is an interface card; the simulator could either select a document or a
tag (if shown) on the screen, or click some other control buttons (e.g. scroll
down / next page) to look for new content, and then the system displays a
new interface card to the user and the interaction goes on. In the traditional
faceted-browsing interfaces, the interface layout is static: on a moderate sized
screen, there is typically a tag list on the left and a document list on the right,
where the user could either scan through the documents or scan through the
tags to narrow down the set of documents shown on the right; on a very
small screen (e.g. of a smart phone), only one of the two lists (i.e. the tag
list or the document list) could be displayed at a time, and there usually is an
extra button for the user to switch between the two lists. On the contrary,
the interfaces proposed in the Interface Card Model, which we designate
by “ICM interfaces”, automatically adjust their layouts (e.g. between only
showing tags, only showing documents, showing half-screen tags and half-
screen documents, etc.), and the user either clicks a shown document / tag
or click “next page” in each interaction lap.
We define the instantiation of our proposed search simulation framework
for the case of tag-based search interfaces as follows:
Definition 6.15 (Tag-based search interface simulator). A tag-based search
interface simulator U is assumed to be interested in one or a few documents in
the collection, which are designated by the simulator’s target document(s).
The simulator’s task T is to find all target document(s). The simulator’s
action model on the interface cards in a tag-based search interface is defined
as follows (assuming τ , τ1 and τ2 are constants between 0 and 1):
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• If the simulator sees a target document, they always click it, and in
cases of multiple target documents, they click one of them uniformly
randomly.
• Otherwise, if the simulator sees a tag related to a target document,
they always click it, and in cases of multiple related tags, they click
one of them uniformly randomly.
• Otherwise, they seek for the next card in a way depending on the type
of the interface:
– On an ICM interface, they always click next card;
– On a moderately sized traditional static interface displaying both
a tag list and a document list, the simulator scrolls down the docu-
ment list with probability τ (designated as the document tendency
value) and scrolls down the tag list with probability (1− τ);
– On a very small traditional static interface displaying only a tag
list or a document list, if the simulator faces a document list
(which is usually the case for the initial interface card), they scroll
it down with probability τ1 (designated as the document inertia
value) and switch to the tag list with probability (1 − τ1); if the
simulator faces a tag list, they scroll it down with probability τ2
(designated as the tag inertia value) and switch to the document
list with probability (1− τ2).
• The simulator only and always stops when all target documents are
found.
The lap cost is 1 for each lap the simulator undergoes, and the overall evalu-
ation metrics is the simulator’s interaction cost C(I, T, U, S) for completing
the task.
The implicit user state of the simulator is the task, i.e. the set of target
documents, plus, for interacting with the very small static interface, the
additional binary status of whether the user is browsing the document list or
the tag list. The parameters τ , τ1 and τ2 could be very different for different
types of users, and could be learned from user search logs.
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Such an instantiation is apparently an overly simplified model for users in
the real world, and it could be easily extended in a lot of aspects to reflect
more realistic settings (e.g. with consideration of information scent when
the simulator decides on what link to follow). As the very first example
of instantiating our proposed search simulation framework, we stick with
this simplified simulator model and demonstrate that it could lead to fairly
reasonable and interesting evaluation results, leaving further extensions of
the simulator to future research work.
6.3.1 Simulated Evaluation
We implemented the tag-based search interface simulators and use them
to evaluate and compare the static interfaces and the ICM interfaces on
a medium screen as well as on a small screen, where we used the New York
Times API [59] to obtain news articles and keywords respectively as our doc-
uments and tags. The medium screen could hold up to 2 documents or 8
tags; on the static interface, 1 document alongside 4 tags are displayed at
a time. The small screen could hold up to 1 document or 4 tags; on the
static interface, the (simulated) user needs to switch between the document
list and the tag list. We vary the number of documents in the collection
(obtained through the API calls) as well as the parameters τ , τ1 and τ2. We
assume the simulator is interested in only one (uniformly randomly selected)
document in the collection in each search session, and we record down the
average number of laps for the simulator to find the target document across
multiple simulated sessions, which is an unbiased estimate of the simulator’s
interaction cost.
Medium screen
Figure 6.1 shows the interaction cost against different document tendency
values τ on a medium screen with the static interface, and we set the number
of documents in the collection to be either 30 or 100 in the experiments. It
is firstly not surprising to find that the interaction cost on a collection of 30
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Figure 6.1: Cost for different document tendency values (τ) on medium
screen with static interface


















items is always lower than on a collection of 100 items across all τ values, as it
naturally takes less laps for the simulator to navigate in a smaller collection.
It could also be observed that the cost tends to grow higher when τ is either
too small or too large, suggesting that it is not a good idea for the simulator
to stick too much to the document list, i.e. τ is too large, or too much to the
tag list, i.e. τ is too small. Such an implication makes sense: sticking too
much to the document list is essentially giving up the “zoom-in” functionality
provided by the tags, whereas sticking too much to the tag list makes the
simulator pay too little attention to the documents, which are after all what
the simulator is really looking for. It is also interesting to observe that the
negative effect from sticking to the document list (i.e. τ is large) is weaker
when the collection size is small, which is reasonable as keep scrolling through
a small collection is not a problem as serious as keep scrolling through a large
collection.
Note that the curves are observed to fluctuate a lot around their overall
trends, since the effectiveness of the tags (news keywords) in helping the
simulator narrow down to specific documents (news articles) could vary sig-
nificantly depending on the specificity of the tags. Such fluctuations will also
be seen in the other experiments we report.
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Figure 6.2: Cost comparison for medium screen
















To use our simulators to compare the static interface with the ICM in-
terface, we set τ = 0.3 for the static interface, and Figure 6.2 shows the
simulation result on both interfaces with various number of documents in
the collection. Despite the expected fluctuations, we clearly observe that the
ICM interface achieves more efficient navigation across all #documents than
the static interface, and the interaction cost grows at a slower pace in the
ICM interface than in the static interface as the collection size grows. We
also tried setting τ to other nearby values and obtained similar results. Such
comparison outcomes coincide with the findings in Chapter 3.
Small screen
On a small screen with static interface, there are two parameters, the doc-
ument inertia τ1 and the tag inertia τ2, underlying the simulator’s action
model. Figure 6.3 shows the interaction cost for different combinations of τ1
and τ2 on top of a collection of 30 and 100 documents, with brighter color for
lower cost and darker color for higher cost. In addition to what we observed
on the medium screen - the cost in navigating through a smaller collection
is lower than that in navigating in a larger collection - there are a couple
of interesting findings unique to the small screen. Firstly, for both collec-
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Figure 6.3: Heat maps of interaction cost for different document inertia (τ1)
and tag inertia (τ2) values on small screen with static interface. Left:
#documents = 30. Right: #documents = 100. Top to bottom: τ1 = 0.1 to
0.9. Left to right (in each heat map): τ2 = 0.1 to 0.9.
tion sizes, the cost is generally lower when the tag inertia is relatively high
(τ2 ≥ 0.7), i.e. when the simulator tends to scan more tags before switching
back to the document list. It is a reasonable strategy for the simulator to
keep scanning through more tags, since discovering a good tag would eventu-
ally shrink the number of documents to look through even though it takes a
few more scrolls on the tag list in the short run. Secondly, given a relatively
high tag inertia τ2, it is a good idea to keep the document inertia low in the
smaller collection (τ1 ≤ 0.6), while it is better to raise it higher in the larger
collection ((τ1 ≥ 0.5). Such a finding also makes intuitive sense: when the
document collection grows larger, the simulator should be more patient in
scrolling through the document list rather than constantly jumping back to
the tag list.
To compare the static interface with the ICM interface on the small screen,
we set τ1 = 0.5 and τ2 = 0.8 for the simulator, and Figure 6.4 shows the inter-
action cost for the simulator on the two interfaces across different collection
sizes. The comparison result is analogous to the one for the medium screen:
the ICM interface achieves lower cost than the static interface, and the cost
also grows slower on the ICM interface as the collection grows. The finding
again coincides with those found in Chapter 3.
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Figure 6.4: Cost comparison for small screen














6.3.2 Validation from Real User Experiment
We conducted real user experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk [60] follow-
ing the scheme described in Chapter 3, and compare real user behaviors with
the behaviors of our simulators. We gave users the task of finding a target
news article and asked them to navigate through the static interface and the
ICM interface, on both medium screens and small screens, and we record
down the users’ clicks throughout the interaction. On the medium sized
static interface, we compute the users’ average rate of choosing to scroll the
document list across all laps as τˆ ; on the small static interface, we compute
the users’ average rate of continuing scrolling through the list across all docu-
ment screens and all tag screens as τˆ1 and τˆ2, respectively. Table 6.1 displays
the result.
Screen size Sample size Workers’ average
Medium 38 τˆ = 0.211
Small 42 τˆ1 = 0.845, τˆ2 = 0.370
Table 6.1: Real user action averages
It could be observed that on the medium static screen, the users have
a relatively low tendency (τˆ = 0.211) on average to stick to scrolling the
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document list, and such a τˆ value also led to a fairly good interaction cost
measure as observed in Figure 6.1. In other words, the real users are generally
able to utilize the tags nearly optimally in facilitating their navigation on
the medium static screen. On the small static screen, on the other hand,
the users have a high inertia (τˆ1 = 0.845) of keeping scrolling through the
document list, but a relatively low inertia (τˆ2 = 0.370) of scrolling through
the tag list. Such a combination of τˆ1 and τˆ2 values resides in the lower-left
portion in the two heat maps in Figure 6.3, which results in sub-optimal
interaction cost measures. The users navigating on the small static interface
do not tend to switch to the tag list when they are scrolling through the
documents, and even when they switch to the tag list, they quickly switch
back to the document list without exploring more tags when they could not
find a relevant tag. The reason is most likely that the small screen only has
space for either the document list or the tag list, and is initially showing the
document list, so a lot of users merely follow the document list, and might
only consider the switch as a glimpse of what tags might be there and do
not recognize the power of exploring more tags; on the contrary, the medium
screen always displays both the documents and the tags, so the users are free
to explore both lists without taking any extra effort in switching between the
lists.
In Chapter 3, real user experiments were conducted to compare the ICM
and static interfaces on small and medium screens, and it was concluded that
the ICM interface is more efficient in helping users navigate, and also that
the benefit of ICM over the static interface is more striking on the small
screen than on the medium screen. In our experiment and analysis, with the
tag-based search interface simulator as an extension of our proposed search
simulation framework, we reached the same conclusion that the ICM interface
is better as shown in Figure 6.2 and 6.4, which validates that our proposed
search simulation framework could reliably assess the effectiveness of search
interfaces. More interestingly, by comparing the real users’ actions with the
spectrum of our simulators’ action model, we observe that the real users
adopt a nearly optimal strategy on the medium screen yet a sub-optimal
strategy on the small screen, which are novel insights into the reason why
the difference between ICM and static interfaces in user navigation efficiency
is more significant on the small screen as concluded in Chapter 3. Such novel
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insights would be hardly possible to draw without establishing the proposed
search simulation framework. These results also highlight another important
benefit of the proposed simulation framework for understanding user behavior
in detail by fitting simulators to real user interaction log data.
6.4 Summary
We presented a new general framework for evaluating arbitrary information
retrieval (IR) systems based on search session simulation. The motivation for
this framework is to enable reproducible experimental evaluation of sophis-
ticated IR systems, particularly interactive IR systems, in the same spirit
as the Cranfield evaluation methodology. The main idea is to generalize the
current Cranfield evaluation method based on a test collection to one based
on a set of user-task simulators and measures defined on a whole interaction
session. We examine multiple commonly used measures in IR evaluation in
this framework and show that they can all be derived as special cases of the
framework under various assumptions about the user that they (implicitly)
intend to simulate. Analysis of these assumptions reveals insights about how
to improve these measures, which not only are practically useful, but also
point out interesting new research directions. We also propose a way to con-
struct user simulators for evaluating a set of tag-based search interfaces, and
conduct simulation experiments to assess the effectiveness of different inter-
face layout strategies. We show that such systems, which cannot be evaluated
using any existing method in a principled way, can now be evaluated using
the constructed simulators with interesting observations.
The proposed framework lays a theoretical foundation for experimental
studies of sophisticated IR systems and opens up many new research direc-
tions. For example, we can use the framework to derive potentially better
metrics than the existing ones that we analyzed, and to further analyze many
more evaluation metrics of various tasks. The framework also opens up many
interesting opportunities to leverage search log data to build various realistic




We proposed a general formal framework for optimizing and evaluating in-
teractive information retrieval systems. In the Interface Card Model (ICM),
we view the interactive retrieval process as a process of a system playing a
cooperative card game with a user with the goal of minimizing the user’s
effort and maximizing the user’s gain of relevant information. Further, we
propose a novel refinement of the Interface Card Model based on sequential
decision theory, i.e. ICM-US, that can facilitate formal user modeling and
naturally connect optimization of interactive retrieval with Markov Decision
Process and Reinforcement Learning (RL) in a general way, thus enabling the
use of RL to solve potentially a wide range of problems of optimal interface
design. As a specific example to apply our proposed interface optimization
framework in a larger scale real world application, we propose a Bayesian
framework for user preference modeling and dynamically optimizing a faceted
browsing system based on users’ facet selection interactions. Finally, we gen-
eralize the current Cranfield evaluation method and present a new general
framework for evaluating arbitrary information retrieval systems based on
search session simulation, enabling reproducible experimental evaluation of
sophisticated IR systems, particularly interactive IR systems.
This thesis introduces a novel and very broad foundation for multiple re-
search domains to collaborate on automatic optimization of interactive sys-
tems and interfaces. First, research efforts in information retrieval can bring
better information relevance assessment and content understanding to the
proposed framework and enable better reward estimation. Second, machine
learning research can help refine the reinforcement learning methodologies for
adaptive interface optimization, and can also improve user modeling research
for better reward, cost and action model estimations. Third, the constraint
for the interface cards and the set of user actions in the proposed framework
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is directly related to human-computer interaction research, where improved
understanding of human perception and novel interface technologies can po-
tentially introduce very different and interesting means of user interactions
with the system as well as constraints of the interface cards. Finally, re-
search in economics on user decision making and cost-benefit analysis can
help improve the user action model estimation. This thesis marks a starting
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